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Sammanfattning
Inom fältet artificiell fotosyntes är målet att katalystiskt spjälka vatten till vätgas och syrgas
med hjälp av solljus på ett billigt men samtidigt effektivt sätt. Visionen är ett samhälle där den
del av energiproduktionen som kommer från fossilt bränsle idag, såsom kol, olja och naturgas
helt ska ersättas av förnyelsebart vätgas från fotokatalyserad klyvning av vatten. Det innebär
att drivmedlet i fordon kommer att vara vätgas och att kraftverk utnyttjar vätgas som bränsle
för elproduktion de timmar då solen inte skiner. Detta ger oss inte bara ett samhälle byggt på
helt förnyelsebar energi utan löser avgasproblemen som är särskilt stora i storstäder runtom i
världen. Vätgas är dessutom ett idealt bränsle, den är det kemiskt energitätaste bränslet, och
kan ”förbrännas” i bränsleceller med en teoretiskt maximal verkningsgrad på 100 % mot
förbränningsmotorer som begränsas av Carnotcykeln och har en termodynamisk gräns på runt
40 %.
Vattenspjälkningskomplexet brukar delas in i tre delar: fotosensiteraren absorberar ljus,
exciteras och till följd av detta överför en elektron till acceptorn som är en vätekatalysator och
reducerar protoner till vätgas. Donatorn är en syrekatalysator som oxiderar vatten till syrgas
och lämnar elektronerna till sensiteraren som återgår till sin ursprungsform och så fortsätter
processen. Ett stort problem inom detta fält har varit att hitta material som är billiga. Till
fotosensiteraren har dyra material som ruteniumkomplex använts, till syrekatalysatorn har
iridiumkomplex varit bland de mest effektiva materialen och till vätekatalysator har man
sedan hundra år tillbaka utnyttjat platina (dock som en heterogen katalysator).
För att artificiell fotosyntes ska vara praktiskt genomförbar måste man hitta billigare och mer
tillgängliga alternativ till dessa. Inspirationen till detta kommer från naturen som har utfört
och förfinat denna process i 2,5 miljarder år och dessutom utnyttjat oerhört billiga råvaror
som järn, kalcium, mangan, magnesium och organiska molekyler.
Detta projekt var en fortsättning på tidigare försök att åstadkomma två av de tre nämnda
stegen, nämligen ljusabsorptionen och vätekatalysen. I projektet var tanken att använda
perylenderivat som fotosensiterare. Dessa ämnen har hög absorption inom det synliga
våglängdsområdet och dessutom en lång excitationslivslängd, men framförallt är de väldigt
billiga organiska ämnen och används t.ex. som röd billack.
Vätekatalysatorn i det här fallet har direkt inspirerats från naturen där det förekommer oerhört
effektiva vätekatalysatorer som består av dinukleära järnkomplex med starkfältsligander
såsom kolmonoxid och cyanid. Vår vätekatalysator är en förenklad version av denna för att
inledningsvis påvisa att elektronöverföring och protonreduktion sker, snarare än att maximera
omsättningsfrekvensen för katalysatorn.
En elektrondonator (som ej har en katalytisk verkan) har också fästs på sensiteraren för att öka
laddningsseparationen och därmed rekombinationslivslängden för molekylen och på så sätt
möjliggöra, eller maximera chanserna för, protonreduktionen.
Ett flertal olika sensiterare-acceptor- och donator-sensiteraresammansättningar testades
baserat på tidigare erfarenheter, organisk-kemisk intuition och förutsägelser från Marcusteori
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för att avgöra den bästa geometrin för donator-sensiterare-acceptor molekylen och en av dessa
visade definitiv elektrontransport.
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Abstract
Five donor-sensitizer and two sensitizer-catalyst dyads were synthesized. The donor was
either a 2,3,5,6-tetramethoxybenzene or a 3,4,5-trimethoxybenzene, the sensitizer was a 1,6di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-3,4-perylenemonocarboximide, and the catalyst a
naphtalenemonoimide bound via two sulphur bridges to a diironhexacarbonyl complex. The
donor was either attached to the sensitizer through the imide position or the 9-position of the
perylene system. Also in two cases phenylene was used as a bridge between the sensitizer and
donor to increase the donor-sensitizer distance. The catalyst on the other hand was either
attached with a hydrazine through the imide position or a phenylene via the 9-position of the
perylene. Characterization of the molecules involved mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy and electrochemical-, steady state absorption-, steady state emissionand femtosecond transient absorption measurements. One of the molecules, a sensitizercatalyst dyad, showed charge separation in dichloromethane occurring with a lifetime of 3 ps
and charge recombination in 500 ps. The donor-sensitizer dyads did not behave as expected
since the tetramethoxybenzene donor oxidation potential increased as it attached either
directly to the perylene, shown from earlier experiments done by Brad Veldkamp, or via a
phenylene bridge shown in this project.
Future prospects involve increasing the recombination lifetime into the nanosecond range by
attaching a donor to this system, which increases the charge separation distance. The goal is
to, after addition of a sacrificial electron donor, achieving catalytic photochemical proton
reduction. Two donor attachments are suggested for this triad, namely the
tetramethoxybenzene donor directly attached to the 9-position of the perylene or the
tetramethoxybenzene attached via an acetylene bridge to the 9-position of the perylene.
The project was a continuation of the work done by Amanda Samuel, Premaladha Poddutoori
and Brad Veldkamp.
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1 Background: Natural photosynthesis
1.1 Overview1-15
There are two known mechanisms in which organisms can harvest the energy of sunlight. The
first and until recently thought to be a uniquely archaeal mechanism has been using a proton
pump known as bacteriorhodopsin to pump protons across the membrane after
photoexcitation and thereby creating the proton gradient needed for ATP formation through
ATPsyntase, a protein ubiquitous in all of the branches of life (only in strictly fermentative
organisms does ATPsynthase play no role in ATP formation). This process likely arose in archaea.

Figure 1. A division of organisms according to their energy and carbon source.
The other mechanism first arose in bacteria and was the use of reaction centers in which a
photoexcitation causes an electron transfer through several complexes and coenzymes leading
to protons being pumped across the cell membrane as well as the formation of reducing
equivalents such as NADPH. This process is much more complex than the rhodopsin process,
is the only that can produce reducing equivalents and involves even in the simplest case many
proteins, chromophores and conezymes. The ability of this process to create reducing
equivalents can be coupled with naturally occurring electron donors such as hydrogen sulfide
or hydrogen and thereby be enough to obtain all the molecules needed for cell processes and
survival from light and inorganic starting materials from the surroundings. This is true
photosynthesis and occurs only in photoautotrophs, organisms that obtain energy from light
and use carbon dioxide as their carbon source.
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Figure 2. A proposed phylogenetic tree for two of the three domains of life highlighting the
reaction center-dependent phototrophic organisms.1
The electron source for this process can vary between organisms, and has changed throughout
the evolution of life. In the early history of Earth the atmosphere was much more reducing
than today’s atmosphere. Gases such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide, methane and reduced
molecules such as hydrogen sulfide and ammonia, which are soluble in water, were more
abundant than they are today. Anaerobic archaea such as methanogens also played a role in
keeping the methane levels high, which was maybe around 0.01-3.5 mol% in the atmosphere
compared to today’s 0.00017 mol% (1.7 ppm), due to their production of methane through
their distinct form of respiration and their higher abundance than today. Methane, and other
hydrocarbons (which formed through solar UV irradiation) together with carbon dioxide,
likely at a minimum of 3-4 mol% compared to today’s 0.04 mol%, and water caused an
extreme greenhouse effect which was much needed for the presence of liquid water and
therefore life on our early planet considering that the sun’s luminosity was 20-30 % smaller
than today. The earliest truly photosynthetic (photoautotrophic) organisms evolved during this
time and used reducing molecules such as hydrogen and hydrogen sulfide as their electron
sources for carbon dioxide reduction as well as using organic molecules as carbon sources.
The earliest such organisms were likely metabolically similar to the green sulfur bacteria,
which are to this day obligately anaerobic photoautoptrophs, and contain one of the two types
of reaction centers in existence among bacteria and eukaryotes. Both these reaction centers in
turn evolved from a single archaic reaction center which was intermediate between the two.
8

All phototrophs today either inherited their reaction centers from the ancestors of the green
sulfur bacteria and the purple bacteria, or a common ancestor of all phototrophs, which
contained both reaction centers, lost one of the two in all the ancestors of the present
phototrophic bacteria except the cyanobacteria. The antenna complexes on the other hand are
quite diverse among the phototrophic organisms and do not seem to have originated from a
single ancestral complex.1,2,3,4,5,6
All carbon fixation pathways that exist today, of which six are known to science, have likely
originated during this anoxygenic time, since all of them are to this day to some extent
sensitive to oxygen. All the carbon fixation pathways arose in archaea and bacteria and do not
seem to have a common origin. The only fixation pathway known among eukaryotes, the
Calvin cycle, was passed down by the cyanobacteria through the adoption of chloroplasts in
which all the steps of the Calvin cycle is still done. This carbon fixation pathway is the most
prevalent and occurs in aerobic as well as anaerobic organisms today, and although less
sensitive to oxygen than all other carbon fixation pathways, shows oxygen sensitivity because
the key enzyme, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase (RuBisCO), can incorporate oxygen
instead of carbon dioxide into ribulose-1,5-biphosphate in a process called photorespiration
forming phosphoglycolate as a byproduct instead of the desired product glycerate-3phosphate which in turn needs to undergo several additional energetically demanding
reactions to regenerate the ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate.1,7,8,9
A breaking point occurred around 2.4-2.5 billion years ago in the evolution of life when new
types of organisms evolved known as the cyanobacteria. What was unique about them was
that they could use water, one of the most abundant compounds on the surface of the planet,
as their electron source, producing oxygen as a byproduct. The process of changing the
electron source to water seems, at first glance, as trivial as changing it from e.g. hydrogen to
hydrogen sulfide or vice versa. But due to the very high oxidation potential of water the
change was quite significant. In fact not only one but two photons are required to transfer one
electron from water to a reducing equivalent, and this was solved by putting two different
reaction centers in tandem and the cyanobacteria were the first organisms able to do this using
type I and type II reaction centers.1,2
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Figure 3. The phylogenetic relationship of the known reaction centers in the phototrophic
bacteria.1,10
This event probably created the single greatest mass extinction in the history of life on Earth
as the oxygen, as a very reactive species, was very toxic to most life previously existing on
our planet. As if this was not enough, the presence of oxygen transformed the atmosphere
from a reducing to an oxidizing one, removing key nutrients for many organisms, and almost
completely removing methane from it and also reducing the carbon dioxide concentration, the
two main greenhouse gases. This lead to a very sharp decrease in the temperature on Earth
and likely to the worst ice age ever to have struck the planet, completely engulfing it in ice for
100-200 million years!11

Figure 4. The structure of a plant chloroplast, the Calvin cycle occurs in the stroma and the
photosynthetic complexes are incorporated in the thylakoid membrane. What is missing from
the figure is the inside of the thylakoids, known as the lumen.12
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The last major event in the evolution of photosynthesis was the endosymbiosis of a
cyanobacterium with an early eukaryote giving rise to the first chloroplasts and eukaryotic
photoautotrophs around 1.6 billion years ago, which were the ancestors of modern terrestrial
plants and green, red and glaucophyte algae. This was a single event giving rise to all the
chloroplasts in eukaryotes today. These chloroplasts have three membranes surrounding them,
a further indication of the endosymbiosis of a two-membrane cyanobacterium and a onemembrane eukaryote. The secondary endosymbiosis of an ancestral red algae and another
eukaryote gave rise to chloroplasts belonging to the three distantly related eukaryotic groups
cryptophytes, haptophytes and stramenopile algae (such as brown algae and diatoms)
occurring around 1.3 billion years ago. Thereafter a tertiary and possibly a quartenary
endosymbiotic event occurred, giving rise to some of the chloroplasts of the dinoflagellates.
Two other parallel endosymbiotic events between green algae and the ancestors of euglenids
and chlorarachniophytes, respectively, resulted in two other eukaryotic groups becoming
photosynthetic. Many of these chloroplasts have four membranes surrounding them, a
remnant of their subsequent endosymbiosis.13,14,15

Figure 5. Two proposed phylogenetic trees of eukaryotes showing the branches that are
photosynthetic and the relationship of their chloroplasts.13

1.2 Archaea16-27
Among the archaea, there is a photoheterotrophic halophilic (salt-loving) family known as the
haloarchaea, previously incorrectly named halobacteria, which only live in very high salt
concentrations close to saturation. In the 1960s it was discovered that this family of archaea
can through excitation of a protein related to rhodopsin (the light-detecting protein in our
eyes), called bacteriorhodoposin, drive protons over the cell membrane and thereby forming
ATP through phosphorylation. The photoactive molecule is retinal bonded as a Schiff base to
11

lysine in the polypeptide chain of the protein which photoisomerizes from all-trans to 13-cis
with an absorption maximum of 570 nm, unlike the photoisomerization in our eyes of the 11cis retinal to all-trans retinal, and is energetic enough for the transfer of one proton over the
membrane.

Figure 6. Retinal in its protonated all-trans state (above) and protonated 13-cis state (below).
The isomeric, conformational and chemical changes that retinal goes through in the protein
fold after photoexcitation is usually summarized by a photocycle in which bR 570 is the ground
state all-trans retinal. After initial photoexcitation the all-trans retinal isomerizes rapidly to the
K and subsequently L states which both are 13-cis isomers. The proton on the Schiff base is
released to an aspartate amino acid moiety between the L and M states. A proton is then
reabsorbed from another aspartate moiety between the M and N states and between the N and
O states the all-trans state is reformed. The M states have been divided up into at least two
states wherein the retinal faces two different sides of the protein fold to release and absorb a
proton respectively.
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Figure 7. The photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin with approximate lifetimes of states. The
depressed numbers indicate the absorption peak of each state. 25
This way of using light to produce the proton gradient which does not involve any electron
movement was until recently thought to be unique to this archaeal family. In 1999 another
rhodopsin protein with the same function was discovered in a fungal species, which was the
first discovered in a eukaryote, and in 2000 among a species of the bacterial phylum
proteobacteria. These rhodopsins are closely related to bacteriorhodopsin based on their
amino acid sequence and due to their photocycle having the same intermediates as
bacteriorhodopsin. Since then these archaeal-type rhodopsins have been discovered in many
other species in all the three domains of life and even though they are still considered to have
originated in archaea, due to the few genes involved, they have easily spread to other species
through lateral gene transfer and now seem to be very abundant.

1.3 Bacteria
Our knowledge about the photosynthetic mechanism in bacteria comes on many occasions
from the study of a few or even only one species in a bacterial group. And even then only a
select number of these species have had their photosynthetic complexes studied in detail. This
obviously limits our understanding of the diversity of photosynthetic complexes in a bacterial
group and the recent discoveries of new phototrophic bacterial phyla show that our
understanding of the diversity of phototrophism at this point is very rough at best. This should
be kept in mind when reading the next sections.
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1.3.1 The reaction centers1,28-56

Figure 8. Approximate reduction potentials at physiological conditions for four different
reaction centers.35
There are two types of reaction centers in phototrophic bacteria, named type I and type II and
all the phototrophic bacterial groups contain one of the two except for the cyanobacteria (and
chloroplasts in eukaruotes) which contain both types. The reaction centers themselves contain
pigments able to absorb sunlight and through Förster energy transfer moving this absorbed
energy to the primary donor. The primary donor in turn is a pigment able to donate an
electron after excitation. This electron is transferred between several coenzymes, in which
process a proton gradient is achieved, and finally reaches one coenzyme that is used in
anabolic reactions in the cell, such as ferredoxin or NADPH, or it can also be reabsorbed by
the primary donor and only yield a proton gradient.
In type I reaction centers which exist in the bacterial groups of green sulfur bacteria,
heliobacteria, acidobacteria and cyanobacteria as well as in chloroplasts of eukaryotes the
electron from the primary donor is donated, after rapidly passing a first chlorophyll aderivative, to another chlorophyll a-derivative, known as A0. In photosystem I the electron
then transfers to a bound phylloquinone molecule, A1, but in green sulfur bacteria and
heliobacteria the quinone is not present and no replacement seem to be needed for electron
transport. The electron then transfers to a 4Fe-4S iron-sulfur cluster called FX. The electron is
transferred from this 4Fe-4S cluster to two subsequent 4Fe-4S clusters, FA and FB, the two of
which are contained by a protein subunit called PsaC in photosystem I-containing organisms,
PscB in green sulfur bacteria and PshB in heliobacteria, which gives its electron to another
iron-sulfur cluster in a ferredoxin protein, or in an iron-deficient surrounding to a flavodoxin
protein. Ferredoxin then either reduces NADP+ through ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase (FNR)
after obtaining two electrons, or functions itself as a reducing agent in anabolic reactions in
the cell.
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Figure 9. An example of a type I reaction center, in this case a photosystem I reaction center
with phylloquinones.29
In green sulfur bacteria and heliobacteria there is another quinone called menaquinone which
was originally thought to be replacing the role of phylloquinone. Although this has now been
dismissed, menaquinone still has an important role in the reaction center as the electron can
be transferred from A0 to menaquinone which transfers a proton over the membrane through
cytochrome bc1 and establishes a proton gradient in a cyclic process where the electrons are
transferred back to the primary donor with a cytochrome c protein. This way of harnessing
the energy of sunlight is called cyclic phosphorylation wherein there is no terminal electron
acceptor. On the other hand, if the primary donor is not reduced in this way, it will be reduced
by a cytochrome c protein which uses a sacrificial electron donor to be regenerated. The
cytochrome c reduces the primary donor within microseconds.

Scheme 1. Lifetimes of the electron transfer steps in green sulfur bacteria.30
An interesting observation is that the two branches, A and B, of the type I reaction center are
nearly symmetrical. And electron transfer occurs through both of them. This disymmetric
15

pathway could be a way of regulating electron transport, since changes in the position of the
donors could cancel out electron transport by the destructive interference of the electron wave
travelling through both pathways simultaneously, hence stopping electron transport when
needed.
The type II reaction centers in the bacterial groups of proteobacteria, filamentous phototrophic
bacteria and cyanobacteria as well as chloroplasts contain a primary donor that on excitation
charge separates and transfers rapidly over another (bacterio)chlorophyll and reduces a
(bacterio)pheophytin molecule, which is a chlorophyll without a metal center. In purple
bacteria and filamentous phototrophic bacteria it is a bacteriopheophytin but in photosystem II
it is instead a pheophytin molecule. The (bacterio)pheophytin then donates its electron to a
quinone molecule, which is plastoquinone in photosystem II, ubiquinone or menaquinone in
P870 and P960 reaction centers of purple bacteria, respectively, and menaquinone in
filamentous phototrophic bacteria. The quinone is called QA, and it donates the electron to
another, loosely bound, quinone, QB, being plastoquinone, ubiquinone or menaquinone in
photosystem II, purple bacteria and filamentous phototrophic bacteria, respectively. The iron
in between the two quinones possibly facilitates the electron transfer and is bound by histidine
amino acid residues and carboxyl ligands. The quinone first forms a stable semiquinone upon
the first reduction, which is stable and still attached but upon obtaining two electrons leaves
the reaction center, and is either used directly as an reducing agent or further oxidized to
reduce NAD+/NADP+. One important point is that the electron transfer is occurring only
through one of the two branches of the reaction center unlike type I reaction centers. The
other branch is in purple bacteria likely used to quench triplet states by leading the excitation
to a carotenoid, see figure 10.

Figure 10. Example of a type II reaction center, showing a purple bacterium reaction center
with the primary donor being P870.31
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The other alternative, cyclic phosphorylation, occurs in type II reaction centers of purple
bacteria by ubiquinone transferring its electrons to cytochrome bc1 which transfers four
protons over the membrane for each quinone and subsequently reduces a cytochrome c
complex that in turn reduces the primary donor. Filamentous phototrophic bacteria lack
cytochrome bc1 and instead use another protein complex called alternative complex III as the
quinone-dependent proton pump.

Figure 11. Cyclic phosphorylation in purple bacteria using cytochrome c2 as electron
carrier.31
The lifetimes of the electron transfer steps in purple bacteria with P870 reaction centers can
be observed in scheme 2 below.

Scheme 2. Lifetimes of the electron transfer steps in purple bacteria with P870 reaction
centers.32
In cyanobacteria and chloroplasts the two reaction centers are coupled to each other in huge
complexes called photosystems. The coupled electron transfer steps and their lifetimes in
these systems are shown in figure 11.
17

Figure 12. The coupled electron transfer steps in photosystem I and II of chloroplasts with
lifetimes.33

Scheme 3. Lifetimes of the electron transfer steps in photosystem I. 32
There are some small differences between the photosystems of cyanobacteria and chloroplasts
such as cytochrome c6 being used instead of plastocyanin as electron carrier between
cytochrome b6f and P700, but in large the differences are not substantial.
The first and very important difference between the coupled photosystems and the single
reaction centers of anoxygenic bacteria is an Mn4Ca oxygen evolving complex (OEC) that is a
water oxidation catalyst and bound closely to a tyrosine derivative, called Y z, which is part of
one of the two subunits, D1, making up the core of photosystem II. Upon excitation and
subsequent oxidation of the special pair the tyrosine derivative reduces the P680 dimer,
forming a tyrosine radical, which has a pKa = -2 compared to the reduced tyrosine with a pKa
= 10, and since the oxidation occurs on the lumen side of the chloroplasts the environment is
slightly acidic, pH~4. Due to this a proton is released in the process which stabilizes the
radical and removes its positive charge. The tyrosine then accepts an electron from the OEC
and after four such cycles an oxygen molecule is produced.
As previously mentioned photosystem II uses plastoquinone as its terminal electron acceptor
unlike purple bacteria. Chloroplasts and cyanobacteria also lack cytochrome bc1 and have a
cytochrome b6f complex for proton pumping. The plastoquinone travels to cytochrome b6f
which pump over four protons and the electrons then travel to plastocyanin in chloroplasts or
cytochrome c6 in cyanobacteria. After oxidation of P700 it is reduced by either of these
proteins within microseconds.
18

Two photons, one for each reaction center, yield ½ NADPH from NAD + and 3 protons moved
over the thylakoid membrane, which after passing ATPsynthase produces ¾ ATP from ADP.
The ratio of NADPH:ATP formed is 2:3, which is exactly the ratio needed for the Calvin
cycle. The system can increase the ratio of ATP formed by circumventing photosystem II.
This is done by cyclic phosphorylation in photosystem I. The electrons then travel to
ferredoxin but then move to cytochrome b6f and then to plastocyanin/cytochrome c6 and
finally back to the primary donor in photosystem I, thereby restoring the ground state. So
unlike the cyclic phosphorylation in green sulfur bacteria, ferredoxin is involved in the
process.

Figure 13. A rough scheme of the electron transport pathway in the thylakoid membrane of
chloroplasts.34
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1.3.2 Green sulfur bacteria 30,57-62
The green sulfur bacteria are a closely related bacterial family of obligately anaerobic
photoautotrophs which are divided into brown and green species. The green species contain
bacteriochlorophyll c and d and carotenoids such as chlorobactene while the brown species
contain bacteriochlorophyll e and carotenoids such as isorenieratene, and also the green sulfur
bacteria contain chlorophyll a. These antenna molecules are either directly associated with the
reaction center or contained within chlorosomes which are the antenna complexes of the green
sulfur bacteria. The chlorosomes are attached to the cytoplasmic membrane on the
cytoplasmic side, while the cytoplasmic membrane contains the reaction center, which is of
type I and contains the primary donor P840 which uses bacteriochlorophyll a. The protein that
transfers energy from the antenna systems to the reaction center is known as the FennaMatthews-Olson (FMO) protein, which itself also contains antenna molecules. The green
sulfur bacteria have adapted to survive in deep waters where oxygen is depleted. This also
means that the green sulfur bacteria had to adapt to low light intensities to be able to survive
and can survive in surprisingly dim light. One species was discovered in 2005 to survive in
the vicinity of a hydrothermal vent on the bottom of the ocean where the only source of
radiation was the heat radiation of the hydrothermal vent itself!
The green sulfur bacteria mainly fix carbon through an anabolic cycle known as the reductive
citric acid cycle, but some species are known to use the Calvin cycle. The electron donor for
these bacteria is mainly sulfide, but their name does not arise from this but rather from the
fact that they form globules of sulfur which they deposit outside their cells. The sulfide is
oxidized to sulfur and ultimately sulfate when there is a sulfide deficiency, thereof the need to
store the sulfur. But some species can also use hydrogen, thiosulfate or even acetate as their
electron source.
1.3.3 Proteobacteria57,63-72
This phylum contains a very diverse set of bacteria among which some are phototrophic and
known as the purple bacteria. The purple bacteria are not necessarily more closely related to
each other than the chemotrophic members of the proteobacteria, but only grouped together
due to their phototrophism. Usually the purple bacteria are grouped as sulfur and non-sulfur
bacteria, again this is not based on phylogenetics but on their metabolism, whereas the purple
sulfur bacteria form sulfur globules the purple non-sulfur bacteria do not (but can also use
sulfide as an electron donor). The purple sulfur bacteria are typically autotrophic while the
purple non-sulfur bacteria are typically heterotrophic and often also able to grow
chemotrophically. The species that are autotrophic use mainly the Calvin cycle but the
reductive citric acid cycle and the reductive acetyl-coenzyme A pathway as a means of carbon
fixation are also known among the proteobacteria.
Even though the purple bacteria are generally anaerobic and phototrophic not all are
obligately so, unlike the green sulfur bacteria, and some species, most commonly the purple
non-sulfur bacteria, are able to shift to chemotrophism under which condition they can
tolerate oxygen. Some species of purple non-sulfur bacteria go as far as being dependent on
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oxygen for their phototrophism, due to oxygen being a substrate in the synthesis of their
chlorophylls.
All the photosynthetic proteins of the purple bacteria are in the cytoplasmic membrane which
is most often folded inwards and therefore called intracytoplasmic membrane to separate it
from the nonfolded regions. They contain antenna complexes called LH1 and LH2, in which
the antenna molecules are bacteriochlorophylls a and b, and carotenoids such as
spirilloxanthin, rhodopinal, spheroidene and okenone. The antenna complexes transfer the
light energy directly to the reaction center complex and the antenna molecules are also present
there and transfer the energy to the reaction center which is always of type II, and most
commonly contains a primary donor which is made up of a pair of bacteriochlorophyll a and
which has a maximum absorption at 870 nm (known as P870) e.g. in species such as
Chromatium, Rhodospirillum rubrum and Rhodobacter. In some species the special pair (as
well as the antennas) consists of bacteriochlorophyll b and is called P960 such as in
Rhodopseudomonas viridis. Electron donors used are e.g. sulfide, which is oxidized to sulfur
and in some species to sulfate, or thiosulfate, hydrogen, organic molecules such as lactate or
even Fe2+.
1.3.4 Filamentous phototrophic bacteria56,73-76
Due to the presence of chlorosomes in most (and the first discovered) species it was first
assumed that this bacterial family or suborder is closely related to the green sulfur bacteria
and were therefore previously known as the green non-sulfur bacteria. In fact these bacteria
are very distantly related to other phototrophs and have traits both in common with purple
bacteria, such as having a type II reaction center and having LH1 antenna complexes, and to
the green sulfur bacteria, their chlorosomes. Although having antenna systems from both
purple bacteria and green sulfur bacteria, they lack the FMO protein and LH2 antenna
complex, and energy transfer between chlorosomes and the reaction center complex occurs
without an intermediate. All the species in this group are phototrophs and form filaments as
their name suggests and most are facultatively aerobic under which condition they are also
chemotrophic.
A well-studied species of the filamentous phototrophic bacteria is Chloroflexus aurantiacus
which is a UV resistant bacteria with an unusual metabolism since it can tolerate temperatures
up to 70ºC, has a carbon fixation pathway, known as the 3-hydroxypropionate bicycle, only
found in this genus and its genus contain one of the few phototrophs, together with very few
species of purple bacteria and green sulfur bacteria, lacking nitrogenases and therefore the
ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen.
Other species use the Calvin cycle for carbon fixation, but the most common carbon source
for these bacteria is organic carbon and most are facultative heterotrophs, although there are
species that are obligately anaerobic photoautotrophs. The terminal electron donors used by
them are sulfide and hydrogen.
The filamentous phototrophic bacteria all contain type II reaction center. Depending on the
species the chlorophylls they use as antennas in chlorosomes, as well as the reaction center
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complex, are bacteriochlorophyll a, c, d and e and also carotenoids such as carotenes. The
primary donor in filamentous phototrophic bacteria is called P865 and contains a pair of
bacteriochlorophyll a.
1.3.5 Heliobacteria46,47,48,54,77
The heliobacteria are a bacterial family in the phylum of gram-positive bacteria that were
discovered as late as in 1983 and are unique in many respects. Unlike all other phototrophic
bacteria, the heliobacteria are not found in water, neither free-living nor filamentous, but these
bacteria are mainly found in soil, and most are known to form endospores, which is a wellknown mechanism for avoiding dehydration. They are gram-positive bacteria and therefore do
not have a double membrane. This differentiates them from all other phototrophic bacteria
and they contain neither the chlorosomes of the green sulfur bacteria nor the intracytoplasmic
membranes and antenna complexes of many purple bacteria. They have a unique chlorophyll
called bacteriochlorophyll g which is almost their only kind of chlorophyll, with small
amounts of chlorophyll a also present. The heliobacteria are strict anaerobs and heterotrophs
and use organic molecules such as acetate, pyruvate and lactate as carbon sources, but still use
terminal electron sources, mostly hydrogen but also hydrogen sulfide, for the synthesis of
strong reductants by photoreduction. This means that the heliobacteria are not truly
photosynthetic bacteria. Naturally, the heliobacteria can also grow chemotrophically but in
anaerobic conditions.
The antenna molecules of heliobacteria are small in number and directly associated with the
reaction center which is of type I, and are mostly bacteriochlorophyll g but also chlorophyll a
and some carotenoids. This means that the heliobacteria need high light intensities for light
harvesting compared to the other phototrophic bacteria. The primary donor of heliobacteria is
P798 and is made up of a pair of bacteriochlorophyll g.
1.3.6 Acidobacteria78,79,80
These bacteria are found in many different habitats such as soils, hot springs and freshwater.
Although being the newest discovered group which contains phototrophs, as late as 2007,
(only one phototrophic species among the phylum acidobacteria has been discovered to date,
candidatus chlorobacterium thermophilum) the phototrophic processes of this single species
is hardly distinct. This species was discovered in two hot springs in Yellowstone national
park, USA, with temperatures around 60ºC and pH around 8. The bacterium contains
chlorosomes, FMO proteins, type I reaction centers and bacteriochlorophylls a and c. It seems
that it has copied the photosynthetic mechanism of the green sulfur bacteria. Like other
acidobacteria but unlike the green sulfur bacteria, though, it is aerobic and it seems to be
strictly heterotrophic.
1.3.7 Cyanobacteria81-89
The phylum of cyanobacteria, previously incorrectly termed blue-green algae, contains the
only bacteria able to use water as a terminal electron donor. These bacteria are all
phototrophic and also capable of aerobic respiration. They have both reaction center type I
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and reaction center type II. The reaction centers are in turn part of a greater complex known
as photosystem I (PSI) and II (PSII) according to which reaction center they contain. The
photosystems also contain large amounts of antenna molecules as well as the reaction centers.
The antenna complexes of cyanobacteria are called phycobilisomes and made up of
phycobiliproteins which radiate out of the PSII complexes on the periplasmic side of the
cytoplasmic membrane and contain a group of antenna molecules called phycobilins which
are covalently bonded to proteins. The prochlorophytes, being the only cyanobacteria lacking
phycobilisomes, instead have antenna complexes called prochlorophyte chlorophyll a/b
proteins. The cyanobacterium Acaryochloris marina has, as well as phycobilisomes, antenna
complexes related to the ones in prochlorophytes but containing only chlorophyll d. The
primary donor for reaction center type I is P700 and for reaction center type II P680. The
cyanobacteria are all autotrophic and use the Calvin cycle for carbon fixation and contain
chlorophyll a, b, c and d. While chlorophyll a and b are very common, chlorophyll c is only
found in some groups of cyanobacteria and chlorophyll d is only found in a few species. The
primary donor is most often chlorophyll a in both reaction centers, although in Acaryochloris
marina it has been discovered that the primary donor in PSI, and possibly also PSII, contains
chlorophyll d.

1.4 Eukarya89-92
Many species of eukaryotes have later in evolution through the process of endosymbiosis with
cyanobacteria, obtained organelles called chloroplasts which can perform the same lightdriven processes as cyanobacteria. Biochemically the chloroplast photosystems look quite
similar to the cyanbacterial complexes, containing the same reaction centers and chlorophylls.
The antenna complexes of most chloroplasts on the other hand are related to the ones
belonging to the purple bacteria, and are called LHCs, LHC I which is associated with PSI,
and LHC II, which can be associated with both photosystems, depending on the conditions are
the most well studied. Red algae are together with the glaucophytes and many cryptophytes
the only eukaryotes which have antenna complexes made up of phycobiliproteins, like the
cyanobacteria, (although red algae also have LHC). The four eukaryotic groups of
cryptophytes, haptophytes, stramenopiles and dinoflagellates contain LHCs related to LHC I
and LHC II of plants and green algae but with the unique feature that their carotenoid content
is equal or in excess of their chlorophyll content.
Due to their similarity to the cyanobacteria, chloroplasts have chlorophyll a, b and c but not d
and use the Calvin cycle for carbon fixation. While plants and green algae contain only
chlorophyll a and b, cryptophytes, haptophytes, stramenopiles and dinoflagellates contain
only chlorophyll a and c, and red algae only contain chlorophyll a. The primary donors in
both reaction centers of eukaryotes contain chlorophyll a and are called P680 and P700, just
as in cyanobacteria.
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1.5 Photosensitizers – the antenna molecules and the primary donors
1.5.1 Antenna complexes29,54,62,89,91,93-106
As previously mentioned there are three main types of antenna complexes. One are the
chlorosomes in the green sulfur bacteria, filamentous phototrophic bacteria and acidobacteria,
the second are the light harvesting complexes in purple bacteria, filamentous phototrophic
bacteria and chloroplasts and the third are the phycobilisomes mainly in cyanobacteria. These
are all accessory antenna complexes in close proximity to the reaction center complex. In all
of these the excited state energy is transferred by the Förster mechanism. Not to forget, all the
phototrophic organisms also contain antenna molecules in their reaction center complex,
which can be huge in some instances. At one end we have the photosystems, photosystem II
contains over 20 polypetide subunits with masses up to 47 kDa for each subunit, the two
largest of which are chlorophyll a- and carotenoid binding antennas, called CP47 and CP43,
with masses 47 kDa and 43 kDa, respectively. The two core subunits, D1 and D2 weighing
30-40 kDa, bind the reaction center, but no antenna molecules, and the rest of the subunits are
important for the oxygen evolving complex, photoregulation and stability of the entire
photosystem. The total mass of photsystem II is around 350 kDa.

Figure 14. Antenna complexes in phototrophic bacteria.62
Photosystem I in cyanobacteria consists of 12 polypeptide subunits, with close to a hundred
chlorophyll a, and also carotenoids, two phylloquinones and lipids. In chloroplasts the number
of subunits is larger and in plants it is at least 16. The two largest and most important subunits
are called PsaA and PsaB, each weighing approximately 83 kDa, and containing the reaction
center up until the first 4Fe-4S iron-sulfur cluster, FX, and also most of the antenna molecules.
In cyanobacteria, PSI can form a trimer with a total mass of 1 MDa under certain conditions.
At the other end we have the heliobacterial reaction center that contains a homodimeric core
with each polypeptide weighing 68 kDa and about 35 bacteriochlorophyll g, but with no
antenna complexes.
Chlorosomes are the largest antenna complexes known. They consist mainly of
bacteriochlorophyll c, d or e and these bacteriochlorophylls have the special ability to
aggregate without the need for a protein scaffold. These aggregates are enclosed inside the
chlorosome membrane which is made up of primarily a monolayer of glycolipids and the
chlorosome also contains small amounts of carotenoids and bacteriochlorophyll a which are
held in place by proteins and which are important in photoprotection and energy transfer,
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respectively. The lack of pigment-binding proteins make it possible for the green sulfur
bacteria to concentrate the chromophores to a much higher degree, and this makes them
highly efficient. The green sulfur bacteria also contain FMO proteins which mainly contain
bacteriochlorophyll a and transfer the excitation energy from the chlorosomes to the reaction
center, while filamentous phototrophic bacteria lack FMOs and excitation energy is
transferred through a cytoplasmic membrane protein called B808-866 to the reaction center.
Each chlorosome transfers energy to 5-8 reaction centers and each bacterium contains around
100 chlorosomes. In the filamentous phototropic bacterium Chloroflexus Aurantiacus the
lifetime of energy transfer between the bacteriochlorophyll c aggregates and the baseplate,
which is part of the chlorosome in contact with the cytoplasmic membrane containing
bacteriochlorophyll a, is 16 ps. The energy transfer between the baseplate and the B806 center
is 40 ps, and the remaining two steps, energy transfer to the B866 center and finally to the
reaction center, occur in less than 3 ps.

Figure 15. A closer view of a chlorosome of the filamentous phototrophic bacterium
Chloroflexus Aurantiacus. The circles in the chlorosome are rod-shaped BChl c aggregates.
In green sulfur bacteria, the FMO proteins are between the reaction center in the cytoplasmic
membrane and the baseplates of the chlorosome.93
Antenna complexes of purple bacteria consists of the LH1 complex, called B875 after its
absorption maximum, and different kinds of LH2 complexes, such as B800-850 and B800820. In some species there is also a third kind of complex called LH3, developed under
stressed conditions. The main antenna molecule in both LH1 and LH2 of purple bacteria is
bacteriochlorophyll a although carotenoids are also present, but in other instances like the
LH1 complex of Rhodopseudomonas viridis, bacteriochlorophyll b replaces
bacteriochlorophyll a, and is called B1015. The bacteriochlorophylls and carotenoids are held
in place non-covalently by the protein scaffold and the local environment the choromophores
determine their absorption maximum. Energy transfer occurs from the high energy
chromophores with absorption maximum at 800 nm to the 820 nm and then 850 nm
chromophores, finally reaching the LH1 with the 875 nm chromophores. This energy gradient
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prevents the energy transfer to occur in the wrong direction and opens an energetic path
directly to the reaction center.
The antenna complexes in chloroplasts are called LHCs. In plants and green algae LHC I and
LHC II are present. The LHC I complex surrounds half the PSI in a crescent fashion. The
other half is open for attachment with the LHC II complex which is a circular protein that
does not surround the photosystems, much like LH2. The chloroplast LHCs are made up of
protein scaffolds holding chlorophyll a and b or a and c as well as carotenoids, with most of
the chlorophyll being chlorophyll a. In green algae and plants chlorophyll a and b are the only
present and the ratio of chlorophyll a to b is 2:1-4:1 in the LHCs, while in cryptophytes,
haptophytes, stramenopiles and dinoflagellates chlorophyll a and c are the only present with a
ratio of 4:1-5:1, in the LHCs. But more surprisingly, the number of carotenoids is equal to or
exceeds the number of chlorophylls in the LHCs of these four groups, dinoflagellates being
the most extreme, containing a ratio of 4:1 of its carotenoid, peridinin, compared to
chlorophylls. Red algae contain neither chlorophyll b nor c so the LHC in red algae associated
with PSI only has chlorophyll a. The carotenoids in chloroplasts are e.g. violaxanthin, lutein
and β-carotene in plants, fucoxanthin in haptophytes, alloxanthin and crocoxanthin in
cryptophytes and peridinin in dinoflagellates. The LHC II complex is primarily an antenna
complex for PSII but can also function as one of PSI.

Figure 16. A cross-section of the cytoplasmic membrane of a pruple bacterium showing the
LH antenna complexes.94
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Figure 17. A top view of the LH antenna complexes in purple bacteria showing the
approximate lifetimes of energy transfer.95
The phycobiliproteins are linear tetrapyrroles covalently attached to proteins by thioether
linkages. These phycobiliproteins are allophycocyanin, phycoerythrin and phycocyanin in
cyanobacteria, glaucophytes, red algae and cryptophytes. These proteins form aggregates
which are attached to photosystem II radiating out in several directions on the periplasmic
side of the cyanobacterial cytoplasmic membrane and the stromal side of the thylakoid
membrane in chloroplasts.

Figure 18. Phycobilisome attached to photosystem II, in which the dark grey antennas are
phycoerythrin, the light grey are phycocyanin and the white are allophycocyanin, which is
linked to the photosystem with a linker protein.89
So why do antenna complexes exist at all? Why do the phototrophic bacteria not make more
reaction centers instead of wasting energy on making antennas? Surely more reaction centers
would mean more charge separation and more ATP and reducing equivalents formed.
The answer to this is that solar light, even at maximum intensity, is too diffuse for a
chlorophyll dimer in the reaction center and if reaction centers did not have any antennas
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whatsoever, they would be wasting valuable time not doing anything and waiting for a photon
to find its way to the special pair. In fact, antenna complexes are a very economical way of
maximizing the use of each reaction center so that it will function as soon as it has been
reduced back to its original state again. On the other hand, too many antennas are not efficient
either as the charge separation at the reaction center becomes the rate limiting factor.
Therefore antenna:reaction center ratio is very much dependent on the solar flux. If the flux is
large, less antennas are needed, such as in heliobacteria which live on surface soil. On the
other hand, green sulfur bacteria which can live at sea depths of up to 100 m (or even next to
deep sea hydrothermal vents), where there is no oxygen and plenty of hydrogen sulfide need
huge antennas in relation to their reaction centers. Other than the function of absorbing more
light, antennas are also widening the window of absorption, and are important in the
photoprotection of the reaction center.
1.5.2 Chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls35,107,108
These molecules are the only primary donors in all reaction centers discovered so far and also
the main antenna molecules in most phototrophs. (Bacterio)chlorophylls are molecules with
high extinction coefficients in the visible range and long excited state lifetimes. Chlorophyll c
is the only one of these compounds which is a porphyrin. Chlorophyll a, b and d together with
bacteriochlorophyll c, d and e belong to a group of molecules called chlorins, which are
porphyrins in which one double bond in a pyrrole ring is reduced. The other
bacteriochlorophylls on the other hand, a, b and g, belong to bacteriochlorins which have two
double bonds reduced on opposite sides of the porphyrin ring. All chlorophylls and
bacteriochlorophylls also contain a fifth ring, called the isocyclic ring, directly attached to one
of the (non-reduced) pyrroles.
The presence of the isocyclic ring and the reduction of the pyrrole rings both increase the
absorption by decreasing the symmetry of the molecule. The reduction also red-shifts the
lowest energy absorption peak by making the ring more electron rich. The bacteriochlorins
having the greatest absorption absorb 4-6 times more compared to porphyrins, by both having
higher extinction coefficients and wider absorption peaks.
Almost all chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls have a magnesium metal center which
increases their excited state lifetime by decreasing the rate of non-radiative decay and makes
these compounds harder to reduce compared to unmetallated chlorophylls and
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Figure 19. A simplified picture of the electronic states that are involved in absorption of
visible light. The Q bands are named after their transition dipole moment direction.107
bacteriochlorophylls, called pheophytins, which are only found in type II reaction centers. The
compounds with a magnesium central atom are easily demetallated in acidic conditions and a
few acidophilic purple bacteria have been found to use zinc instead of magnesium as their
central metal atom in bacteriochlorophyll a as an adaption to the acidic conditions in their
environment. The reason magnesium is so much more common in chlorophylls is likely
because of its much higher abundance in nature and lighter weight (decreasing intersystem
crossing rate) compared to zinc. Other metals are too weakly coordinated, such as the alkali
metals or other group 2 metals like calcium. Other have the wrong charge, have unfilled dorbitals, making them more strongly coordinated, but also decreasing the excited state lifetime
of these chlorophylls or are too heavy making intersystem crossing occur faster.
The chlorophyll/bacteriochlorophylls have usually four distinct absorption peaks, two at high
low wavelengths called B bands or Soret bands and two at higher wavelengths called Q
bands. The longest wavelength Q band, called Qy, which corresponds to the S0-S1 transition of
chlorophylls is named after its transition dipole moment direction in the molecule. In vivo the
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chlorophylls are bound to proteins, or π-π stacked leading to excitonic coupling, both of
which shift their absorption to higher wavelengths, and used for fine tuning the absorption. As
a consequence of this, the antenna chlorophylls have a S0-S1 transition higher in energy than
the primary donor-chlorophylls to assure that the energy is funneled towards the reaction
center. The excitonic coupling of the primary donor, which is a (bacterio)chlorophyll dimer in
all organisms, lead to the S0-S1 being more red shifted than the antenna (bacterio)chlorophylls
in protein folds. Also often other chlorophylls that have lower wavelength absorptions are
used as antenna molecules as well to widen the region of absorption and make sure the
excited state energy is funneled in the right direction. One example of this is plants which
contain chlorophyll a and b. Chlorophyll b in this case has a higher S0-S1 transition energy
and if excited will therefore transfer its energy to chlorophyll a. The chlorophyll a antennas in
turn have a higher energy S1 state than the chlorophyll a dimer in the reaction center and the
excited state energy will therefore move towards that direction.

Figure 20. Absorption spectra of chlorophyll a, b and bacteriochlorophyll a in solution.108
The bacteriochlorins have, compared to the chlorins, a lower HOMO-LUMO gap. They are
employed by anoxygenic photosynthethic organisms that use sacrificial electron donors that
are much more easily oxidized than water so that less energy is needed to make the reducing
agents such as NADPH used in their metabolism. Also having the S0-S1 absorption peak low
in energy makes these organisms use a greater part of the spectral range of solar light for
photosynthesis.
As mentioned previously bacteriochlorophylls c, d and e are designed to be able to selfaggregate in chlorosomes as antennas without any proteins. Since they are chlorins their
absorption are expected to be closer to that of the chlorophylls, which it is in solution. But
since they are stacked so closely together their lowest energy absorption peak is strongly red
shifted to 700-750 nm, i.e. closer to the bacteriochlorins.
There are many variants of these chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls with slightly different
side groups, or an inverse stereocenter (such as in the special pair in the reaction centers). In
fact, it is better to view each of these letter designations as a group of closely related
molecules.
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1.5.3 Carotenoids35,107,109-113
More than 600 natural carotenoids are known among which there are about 150 carotenoids
known to be used by phototrophs. Carotenoids are essential and ubiquitous among all
phototrophs. They are long molecules with extended π-systems often with ends forming ring
structures. This gives them an absorption in between the Q and B bands of chlorophylls at
around 400-500 nm. The carotenoid S0-S1 transition is symmetry forbidden and therefore very
weak. Excitation instead occurs mainly to the S2 state with short internal conversion lifetime
to the S1 state. The carotenoid S1 state lifetime is also short and has a picosecond lifetime in
which another internal conversion back to the ground state occurs. Depending on the
carotenoid the S2 lifetime might be long enough for energy transfer also, such as in
spheroidene.

Figure 21. Absorption and excited states of carotenoids. 110
The carotenoids have three important purposes in the antenna complexes as well as reaction
centers in phototrophic bacteria. The first is their function as antennas collecting light not
absorbed by (bacterio)chlorophylls, and transferring this light to (bacterio)chlorophylls. They
can do this despite their short S1 lifetime due to their even faster energy transfer to
(bacterio)chlorophylls.
Their most important purpose and the reason why carotenoids are found in all phototrophs is
not this, though, but rather that they protect the photosynthethic systems from
photodegradation. Having so many light absorbing (bacterio)chlorophylls eventually leads to
some that after excitation will undergo intersystem crossing to a triplet state. This triplet state
has a lifetime of milliseconds. This is extremely harmful to the phototroph as free oxygen
which is in a triplet ground state can absorb the energy and be excited to a singlet state.
Singlet oxygen is extremely reactive and unless being removed will degrade the
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photosynthetic apparatus. Carotenoids are able to rapidly absorb the triplet energy of
(bacterio)chlorophylls and singlet oxygen and the resulting triplet carotenoids have a short
lifetime, rapidly relaxing to the ground state. In antennas the carotenoids are usually in their
most stable isomeric form which is all-trans. But in both reaction center type 1 and type 2, in
all groups of phototrophs there are 15-cis isomers of carotenoids present (in which the
specific kind of carotenoid depends on the organism) which seem to have an even better
triplet quenching ability. Upon excitation to the triplet state the bond order of the double bond
which is in the cis-form decreases and the bond easily twists to the trans-form and in this
process relaxes rapidly back to the singlet ground state of the all-trans isomer.
The last purpose of carotenoids is to regulate excess excitation energy in phototrophs. This is
a mechanism only found in green algae and higher plants. Since solar light can vary a lot in
the course of a day, depending on weather conditions, shade and angle, over-excitation can
occur before the plant has a chance to adapt to the new light conditions. One of the ways the
plant dissipates this excess energy before it can cause any harm is through what is called the
xanthophyll cycle in which carotenoids are involved in rapid deexcitation of the singlet
excited state. Under such circumstances the rapid internal conversion is activated by
association of the two carotenoids zeaxanthin and antheraxanthin with proteins.

Figure 22. Carotenoid and biliprotein absorption, comparing it to chlorophylls.107
1.5.4 Phycobilins35,107,114
Phycobilins are tetrapyrroles with some reduced sites just like the (bacterio)chlorophylls, but
unlike them, they are linear and bound covalently to the polypeptide chain with thioether
bonds by cysteine residues. The phycobilins absorb light between 550-650 nm which
complements the absorption of carotenoids and chlorophylls very well. In fact cyanobacteria
which contain these chromophores appear black rather than green as a sign of their very
efficient solar light capture. The phycobilins are the least diverse group of chromophores used
in solar capture, the four different phycobilins: phycocyanobilin, phycoerythrobilin,
phycourobilin and phycoviolobilin, being most common, although cryptophytes are known to
contain a few other ones as well. The two former are the most common and named after their
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biliprotein phycocyanin and phycoerythrin, in which they are the major constituent
chromophore. The biliproteins can contain one or two kinds of phycobilins.

1.6 Water oxidation – the manganese complex51,106,115,116
Only one water oxidation catalyst is known in nature. The Mn4Ca-catalyst is closely
associated with photosystem II and is separated from the special pair by a tyrosine residue on
the D1 polypeptide chain known as Yz. Its structure was determined as late as 2001. The OEC
also contains five oxo ligands which together form a Mn4CaO5 cluster, and on top of that four
water molecules, three glutamates, two aspartates, two histidines, one arginine and the
carboxy terminal residue of the D1 polypeptide chain on alanine. The four water molecules all
bind to the calcium and manganese-4, and the carboxy- residues all bind as bidentate ligands
to two of the five metal centers except for the glutamate-189 residue which binds
monodentately to manganese-1. One histidine and one arginine residue bind to oxo ligands

Figure 23. The OEC cluster with its immediate surroundings. W represents water
molecules.106
and the last histidine also binds to manganese-1. As a consequence of this all the manganese
metal centers have six ligands and the calcium has seven ligands. The cluster form an
asymmetric distorted chair conformation as can be observed in figure 23. The most reduced
state of the OEC cluster is [MnIIIMnIIIMnIIIMnIV], called S0, but the most stable state is S1,
[MnIIIMnIIIMnIVMnIV]. The consecutive oxidations follows by proton release keeping the
charge of the cluster constant, and after four electron oxidations it releases an oxygen
molecule and goes back to S0. The oxygen molecule is formed by two of the three oxygen
atoms in O-5, W-2 and W-3, and which two of these it is has not been determined as of 2011.
This whole process is called the Kok cycle and can be observed in figure 24 below.
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Figure 24. The Kok cycle with the proton and electron transfer steps.115
The standard reduction potential of oxygen to water is at room temperature is 1.23 V. Since
standard potentials are defined as all species having an activity of one, this is quite misleading
when actually looking at a natural system. When increasing the pH to 7, the reduction
potential decreases to 0.82 V. But as mentioned previously, the lumen of chloroplasts where
the OEC is active can have a pH as low as 4 and assuming a oxygen activity closer to the
atmospheric level, at around 0.2 give us a more accurate reduction potential of 0.98 V. The
Mn4Ca-catalyst is able to perform this catalysis at a very low overpotential.

1.7 Water reduction – the hydrogenases
1.7.1 Overview117,118
There are three main types of hydrogenases based on their origins and structure of their
catalytic center. What was so surprising when the structures of the hydrogenase catalytic
centers were deduced was that they contain cyanide and carbon monoxide ligands. Not only
are these species, and triple bonds in general, completely absent in nature but they are also
extremely toxic to many organisms as they bind to metal centers and interfere in the
respiratory chain as well as oxygen transport. The presence and function of these catalytic
centers seem to depend upon strong π acids which are capable of a strong ligand-field
splitting.
The hydrogenases in nature can both be used as hydrogen oxidizing enzymes and as hydrogen
reducing ones depending on the microorganism. Hydrogen is naturally produced as a waste
product by fermentative organisms. Other organisms can use this hydrogen as an energy
source such as sulfate reducers, iron(III) reducers, nitrate reducers, methanogens (which are
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carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide reducers) or aerobic organisms that oxidize hydrogen
with oxygen.
Nitrogen fixing bacteria contain nitrogenases that in their process of nitrogen fixation also
produce hydrogen as a side product. These bacteria use hydrogenases as a way of harnessing
that excess energy that is carried over to the hydrogen.
Photoautotrophs such as cyanobacteria contain hydrogenases as a way of regulating
photosynthesis and regenerating reducing agents when too much is produced for the function
of the cell.
The hydrogenases are generally located in the periplasm of the archaea and bacteria, and in
the chloroplasts of eukaryotes they are present in the stroma.
The [FeNi] and [FeFe] hydrogenases are widely distributed in the many branches of archaea
and bacteria. And in several species there are more than one kind and sometimes both [FeNi]
and [FeFe] hydrogenases. On the other hand, only [FeFe] hydrogenases have been found in
eukaryotes and they are less common in this domain but exist in some anaerobic fungi,
trichomonads and ciliates as well as green algae. The eukaryote hydrogenases are then present
in organelles such as chloroplasts or hydrogenosomes. The [FeFe] and [FeNi] hydrogenases
both contain several iron-sulfur clusters that are able to move electrons to or from the catalytic
center depending on if protons are reduced or hydrogen oxidized. [Fe] hydrogenases have
only been detected in a few methanogenic archaea and are the least common kind.
Generally [FeFe] hydrogenases seem to be involved in hydrogen production while [FeNi] and
[Fe] hydrogenases are involved in hydrogen consumption, the [FeNi] hydrogenases are
therefore the most common, as there are many more kinds of hydrogen consumers in relation
to producers. Hydrogenases are in general oxygen sensitive and are inactivated in the
presence of oxygen, in the case of [FeNi] they can be activated again by reduction but in
[FeFe] hydrogenases they are irreversibly inactivated.
1.7.2 [FeNi] hydrogenases117,119-121
The earliest hydrogenase discovered was the [FeNi] hydrogenases in 1931 and their catalytic
center was determined in 1995-96. These hydrogenases are heterodimers and often further
divided in the [FeNi]-only hydrogenases and the [FeNiSe] hydrogenases. In the [FeNiSe]
hydrogenases one of the cysteine residues directly attached to the nickel center is replaced by
a selenocysteine residue and these are present in sulfate reducing bacteria. The [FeNiSe]
hydrogenases are less oxygen-sensitive than the [FeNi]-only hydrogenases. And [FeNi]
hydrogenases in general have 100 times higher affinity for hydrogen compared to [FeFe]
hydrogenases.
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Figure 25. The catalytic steps for [FeNi] hydrogenases showing the oxidation of hydrogen by
heterolytic cleavage of the H-H bond.120
1.7.3 [FeFe] hydrogenases51,117,122-127
The catalytic center of these hydrogenases was not deduced until 1998. These hydrogenases
are present as monomeric as well as oligomeric proteins. They are the most efficient
hydrogenases yet discovered, being 50-100 times more active than [FeNi] hydrogenases and
able to reach turnover frequencies of 9000 s-1 at neutral pH and -0.4 V vs. NHE at minimal
overpotential. Assuming a pH of 7 and a hydrogen gas activity of 1 the reduction potential of
hydrogen is -0.41 V. NADPH which is used as the electron donor has a reduction potential of
-0.32 V at pH 7. This indicates that the concentration ratio of NADPH/NADP + is greater than
one and that the hydrogen gas activity is lower than one in the conditions where proton
reduction is occurring. Their very low overpotential has made these hydrogenases the most
interesting catalysts for biomimetic hydrogen production.
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Figure 26. In the top left corner is the catalytic center of [FeFe] hydrogenases and on the
right is the catalytic cycle for hydrogen oxidation/proton reduction. 125,126
1.7.4 [Fe] hydrogenases117,120,126,128-130
Found only in methanogenic archaea. Earlier it was thought to not contain iron, and was
therefore named iron-free. These homodimeric hydrogenases are only produced when these
methanogenic bacteria experience a nickel deficiency. These hydrogenases do not have any
iron-sulfur clusters and do not contain any iron themselves but depend on two cofactors for
their activity, one of which containing iron. In the catalytic process the cofactor called
methenyltetrahydromethanopterin (methenyl-H4MPT) is reduced to
methylenetetrahydromethanpterin (methylene-H4MPT) which is involved in the biological
conversion of carbon dioxide to methane. The structure of the iron cofactor of the [Fe]
hydrogenases was revealed as late as 2008. It is either pentacoordinate, or hexacoordinate in
which the sixth ligand is a labile solvent molecule. The mechanism of hydrogen oxidation in
this complex is still debated and likely involves the methenyl-H4 MPT abstracting a hydride
from a hydrogen molecule facilitated by the metal complex.
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Figure 27. The iron complex and cofactor which are together catalyzing the heterolytic
cleavage of hydrogen.120

Figure 28. A proposed catalytic cycle for the oxidation of hydrogen in [Fe] hydrogenases. 129
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2 Introduction: Artificial photosynthesis
2.1 Photosensitizers
2.1.1 Overview
In principle, any molecule absorbing light can act as a photosensitizer. In practice, though,
there are some basic criteria that the molecule has to fulfill to be considered a photosensitizer,
these are:
-

Photostability, the molecule cannot decompose on excitation or subsequent electron
transfer
Absorption in visible range of electromagnetic spectrum
Long excited state lifetime, so that electron transfer has time to occur
Low cost, the compound cannot be composed of expensive components

A question that might arise is why we do not simply copy nature as well as we can, when it
comes to choosing sensitizers as well as photocatalysts. There are in fact several reasons for
this, the most important one is the stability of the compounds used in nature. Life is by
definition regenerating and many of the compounds used are not as stable as we need for our
purposes in the lab. In nature this is not an obstacle as they can easily be remade or reused.
Another issue is the many chemical modifications done on porphyrin to achieve chlorophylls,
which make them well suited for the needs of phototrophs. This brings us to the maybe most
important issue, what nature is doing is not what we want to do, we want to produce hydrogen
from photocatalytic water splitting. Phototrophs on the other hand need the energy to sustain
all the advanced metabolic steps in the cell including the energy needed to build and maintain
the phototrophic machinery and need other than reducing equivalents a huge amount of ATP
for this purpose. Also the components have to come from raw materials in their immediate
surroundings. Therefore in phototrophs these processes has to be highly regulated which
necessitates the involvement of large amounts of proteins.
There are a large group of molecules that fulfill the above criteria to some degree, and listing
them here would be far too exhaustive. One group of compounds worth mentioning that are
very much bioinspired are the metalloporhyrins. Often zinc is used instead of magnesium due
to the higher stability. Another closely related group of compounds are the phtalocyanines
which have similar properties to porphyrins and absorb mostly in the red region and therefore
are also very much researched in such applications.
2.1.2 Perylene and its derivatives131,132
Perylene and its derivatives fulfill all the criteria above. They have been known since the
beginning of the 20th century and perylene derivatives, such as perylene dianhydride which is
intensely red, are presently being used as dyes. Also, perylene has a well known chemistry
and so substituents and functional groups can be attached to tune its properties for the desired
application. These properties make perylene derivatives ideal for our purpose.
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Figure 29. Absorption and normalized emission spectrum of perylene. 133
In our case we needed a chromophore that is able to absorb in the visible range and with an
intermediate oxidation and reduction potential to be able to function as a sensitizer. Perylene
has a wavelength absorption too far in the blue and adding an electron-withdrawing imide
group will shift that wavelength to the red by primarily decreasing the energy of the LUMO.
This can be observed in figure 31 where the LUMO has an antibonding interaction in the 3and 4-position while the HOMO has a bonding interaction and the HOMO-LUMO gap will
therefore decrease. Naturally, this will also increase the oxidation and reduction potential of
the perylene.
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Figure 30. Absorption spectrum of a perylene monoimide in toluene.
Adding two electron-donating phenoxy groups in the 1- and 6-position will slightly red shift
the absorption spectrum a bit more and will tune the oxidation and reduction back to slightly
lower potentials, but not with as great of an effect as the imide group. This can also be
observed in figure 31 where the highest electron density in the HOMO as well as LUMO is on
the 3- and 4-carbons, and modifying these should have the greatest effect. The phenoxy
groups have an even more important function as they increase the solubility of the perylene
derivative in organic solvents.

Figure 31. The lobes of the HOMO and LUMO of perylene. 131
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2.2 Water oxidation
2.2.1 Ruthenium115,134-148
The first homogenous water oxidation catalyst was reported in 1982 and was a dinuclear
ruthenium complex, called cis.cis-(bpy)2(H2O)RuORu(OH2)(bpy)24+ or simply the “blue
dimer”. The complex utilizes proton-coupled electron-transfer (PCETs) reactions to keep the
oxidation potential low in the four electron-transfer steps in an analogous fashion to the OEC
in photosystem II. Oxygen is formed through the formation of a peroxidic intermediate, and
the oxidation state of ruthenium in the catalytic cycle goes up to +5. The measured turnover
frequency (TOF) for this complex was >0.008 s -1 using Ce4+ (Ce4+ /Ce3+: 1.76 vs. NHE) as
oxidizing agent.

Figure 32. The diuclear ruthenium complex, commonly known as the blue dimer, together
with its catalytic cycle.138,143
Since then other dinuclear and even tetranuclear ruthenium catalysts, such as
[{Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4}(γ-SiW10O36)2]10-, have been reported as well. The most active of which
being a dinuclear ruthenium complex with a TOF of 1.2 s-1, a TON of over 10,000 and an
overpotential of around 0.3 V, discovered as late as 2010. Also a trend towards mononuclear
complexes has occurred, with the first mononuclear ruthenium water oxidation catalyst being
reported in 2008. The reason mononuclear ruthenium complexes were considered was among
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other reasons that in some mechanisms the peroxide group that is a crucial intermediate in
water oxidation is bonded to only one ruthenium center. The most active mononuclear
ruthenium catalysts as of 2009 are the Ru(2,6-bis(1-methylbenzimidazol-2yl)pyridine)[bipyridine derivative](H2O)n+ one of which when attached to nanoporous
titanium oxide through a Ru(bpy)3-chromophore showed a TOF of 0.6 s-1 and turnover
number (TON) of over 28,000.

Figure 33. The most active ruthenium catalysts yet discovered with varying dichelating
groups.139
2.2.2 Cobalt145,148-153
The oxidation of water in the presence of Co(H2O)63+ can be found in any undergraduate
inorganic textbook. As the reduction potential of Co(aq)3+/Co(aq)2+ is 1.92 V vs. NHE, and
the oxidation occurs very slowly, it is not considered to be a catalyst. Even so, this has
generated interest in using cobalt, as a much cheaper metal, as a catalyst for water oxidation.
Ruthenium complexes as well as a heterogenous cobalt-phosphate water oxidation catalyst
reported in 2008 have been an inspiration in making homogenous cobalt catalysts. Dinuclear
cobalt(II/III) complexes such as [(N-methyl-N,N-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine)Co(μ-O2CMe)(µOme)2Co[(N-methyl-N,N-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine)]2+ and tetranuclear
[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]10- are among such examples. Although the former have so far shown
limited catalytic ability the latter has been shown to have a TOF as high as 5 s-1 and a TON
above 200. Another group of cobalt complexes that have shown catalytic ability are cobalt
corroles where the mononuclear cobalt is in a +2 oxidation state.
2.2.3 Iridium147,154,155
Although iridium is the least abundant element among those used as catalysts, its complexes
are among the most active and stable. In 2008, iridium(III) with cyclometallated
phenylpyridine as ligand was shown to work as an active water oxidation catalyst when
oxidized with Ce4+ with a TOF of 0.005 s-1 and as late as 2009 a more efficient Ir(III) catalyst
which also had a pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ligand was shown to oxidize water with a rate
of 0.9 s-1, see figure 34. The iridium catalysts reach an oxidation state as high as +5 during the
catalytic cycle.
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Figure 34. The most active homogenous water oxidation catalyst yet discovered, where the
chloride is replaced by a water molecule during the catalytic cycle. 147
2.2.4 Manganese115,156,157
The most bioinspired of all the homogenous oxygen catalysts made so far has been the
manganese complexes, as this is the metal used in the OEC of photosystem II. Manganese is
not only very cheap but has many possible oxidation states, from +7 to 0. This ability makes it
useful in the four electron oxidation of two water molecules to an oxygen molecule. Among
the different complexes reported are mononuclear manganese (III) corroles and pophyrins,
and dinuclear and tetranuclear manganese complexes, although none have definitely been
shown to oxidize water without an oxide donor. The highest oxidation state that manganese
achieves in the catalytic cycles of these complexes is +5.

2.3 Water reduction
2.3.1 Overview158-165
The reduction of protons only involves one bond formation and two electrons and is therefore
much more facile. Unlike water oxidation catalysts, very efficient heterogenous proton
reduction catalysts have been around for a long time, e.g. platinum metal has been known to
be an excellent heterogenous proton reduction catalyst at least since 1889. Platinum which
works as a catalyst at zero overpotential at proton diffusion rates is used as the ultimate bar
for proton reduction catalyst efficiency. Since proton reduction is comparatively much more
simple a lot of materials have been shown to catalyze proton reduction, such as gold
nanoparticles, rhodium(III) complexes and various metal sulphides containing cadmium, zinc,
molybdenum. E.g. a molybdenum sulphide homogenous catalyst catalyzed proton reduction at
an overpotential of only 0.12 V.
When considering homogenous proton reduction catalysts the ones mentioned below are
currently the most interesting as they are not only very active but also made up by cheap
metals.
2.3.2 Nickel164,166-170
It has been known, at least since 1988, that nickel cyclams can function as proton reduction
catalysts. Finally after examining several intermediate nickel complexes, in 2006, a type of
nickel complex with a nitrogen and phosphorous heterocyclic ligand, named the DuBois
catalyst, was discovered to be a very active proton reduction catalyst, with an overpotential of
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0.3 V and TOF of up to 350 s-1 under 1 atm H2, which is comparable to the catalytic rate of
[FeNi] hydrogenases which is up to 700 s-1 (although at lower overpotentials). By changing
the conditions, the overpotential was decreased to 0.2 V but the rate was also decreased to
5 s-1. The complex was bioinspired and contained non-binding nitrogen close to the metal
center which could facilitate the hydrogen bond formation. This is analogous to the function
of the bridging nitrogen in [FeFe] hydrogenases. The nickel achieves oxidation state 0 and +4
during the catalytic cycle.

Figure 35. Three Ni(P2N2)22+ catalysts, the two first ones being the most active yet
discovered.164
Other nickel complexes, e.g. with N-heterocyclic carbene ligands have also been prepared but
so far none have exceeded the activity of the Dubois catalysts.

Figure 36. The catalytic cycle of Ni(P2N2)22+ catalysts, involving heterolytic cleavage of
hydrogen.170
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2.3.3 Cobalt165,170-178
The catalytic ability of cobaloximes to reduce protons was discovered as early as 1986.
Gradually better cobaloximes were synthesized and progressively tweaked to higher stability
and lower overpotential. Among the best cobaloximes synthesized so far is the
Co(dimethylglyoxime)2(pyridine) with only 30 mV overpotential for proton reduction. These
complexes are also known for their stability having TONs of several thousands.
The mechanism involves a Co(II) species reducing to Co(I) with a subsequent nucleophilic
attack on a proton forming a Co(III)-hydride species. Then, either two Co(III)-hydrides react
with homolytical cleavage of hydrogen or protonation occurs on the hydride and hydrogen is
released.

Figure 37. A selection of cobaloximes showing proton reduction ability.165
Cobalt(II) with the P2N2 ligands used for the above mentioned nickel complexes have also
been synthesized with TOF of 90 s-1 and 0.285 V overpotential. Other cobalt(II) complexes
that also have shown catalytic proton reduction include cobalt(II) pentapyridines, cobalt(II)
porphyrins and cobalt(II) bipyridines.
2.3.4 Iron127,171,179-181
Due to the structural determination of the [FeFe] hydrogenase catalytic sites a huge interest in
the biomimetic synthesis of such complexes was sparked, since these hydrogenases were not
only on par with platinum in terms of overpotential (0 V) and catalytic rate (10 4 s-1), but also
are made of extremely cheap starting materials. As of 2009 hundreds of such complexes had
been synthesized with varying dithiolate bridges and ligands, and overpotentials as low as 0.2
V have been achieved, but as of yet they are not matching cobaloximes or the Ni(P2N2)22+
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complexes as proton reduction catalysts. The issue with these complexes has been to balance
the tuning of their reduction potentials, their catalytic rate and their stability. A trend has been
to use chelating phosphine ligands, due to their high π acidity as a replacement for the labile
monodentate carbonyl and cyanide ligands, but this has often increased the overpotential as
more electron density is on the metal centers with the stronger ζ donating and weaker π
accepting phophines and as a result the complex becomes more difficult to reduce. On the
other hand, the complexes with a low overpotential also have the lowest catalytic rate and the
trend is that higher overpotentials usually also give higher rates. This shows the difficulties
which is faced when copying a natural system, and many considerations have to be made
when comparing the natural system with the artificial ones, e.g. many of the complexes made
so far have a propanedithiolate bridge with no base able to accept a proton and initiate the
catalytic cycle which is a key step in the natural system. So even if these artificial systems
might superficially look like the natural one, they can in fact be very different. The natural
system is also known to be oxygen sensitive, something that cannot be accepted in an
artificial system, so simply copying the natural system is not even desirable.
Other iron complexes such as iron porphyrins have also been shown to catalyze proton.
The hydrogen catalyst used in this project was synthesized and reported in 2010 and shows a
very positive reduction potential of -0.74 vs. SCE, due to the highly electron-withdrawing
NMI-bridge. This is useful for our purposes in which we want an electron transfer to occur
upon excitation of our chromophore, so we need a high (positive) reduction potential. The
electron-withdrawing group also stabilizes the complex to an extent.

2.4 Coupled systems165,182-186
In nature, the water oxidation catalyst, the primary donor and the terminal electron acceptor
are linked through several intermediate species that transfer the electrons, and which are all
held in place in close proximity by polypeptide chains. In the lab, such huge proteins are not
feasible to synthesize and tune for the right binding properties, and therefore the approach has
been different.
Either species that are very long-lived in the excited state because of spin-forbidden transition
are used as sensitizers, which then are long-lived enough for diffusion of the quencher to
occur. One such example is Ru(bpy)32+ which after excitation rapidly through intersystem
crossing forms a triplet excited state with a lifetime of 0.9 µs. The first such systems used for
water reduction were already made in the 1970s. As mentioned previously, though, such
excited states are avoided in nature due to the fact that they easily transfer their energy to
oxygen which excites to an excited singlet state, and which is very reactive.
The other option is to covalently link the sensitizer and quencher. For such systems the
excited state does not need to be extremely long-lived since charge separation can occur in the
picosecond time range. Since the 1980s many such systems have been synthesized, initially
the sensitizer has been linked to non-catalytic donors or acceptors, but gradually more
systems where the sensitizer has been linked to a catalyst have been synthesized. The catalyst
has often been a hydrogen evolution catalyst but some attempts have also been made to
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covalently link hydrogen oxidation catalysts to sensitizers. Among early examples are
porphyrin-acceptor dyads, such as porphyrin-quinone and porphyrin-fullerene. These were
attempts at closely mimicking the natural photosynthetic systems to learn more about them.
Since these systems had short charge recombination lifetimes of below 1 ns, the charge
separation distance was increased by attaching donors to theses dyads, such as carotenoids.
These increased their lifetimes into the nanosecond as well as the microsecond time range for
longer assemblies such as tetrads and pentads, a carotene-porphyrin-naphtoquinonebenzoquinone pentad showed a charge recombination lifetime of 340 µs. Among the
sensitizer-catalyst dyads, there are examples of sensitizer-cobaloxime dyads which have been
shown to produce hydrogen using triethylamine as a sacrificial electron donor and also being
more efficient than non-covalently linked systems. On the water oxidation side, a catalystsensitizer-donor triad with a manganese catalyst, Ru(bpy) 32+-sensitizer and naphthalene
diimide donors has been synthesized which showed charge recombination lifetime as long as
600 µs.
This project was a direct continuation of earlier work done in the Wasielewski group where a
donor-sensitizer-catalyst triad with a ferrocene donor, porphyrin sensitizer and diiron
hexacarbonyl catalyst was synthesized and showed charge recombination lifetime as long as
67 ns, and in the presence of 2-mercaptobenzoic acid as a sacrificial electron donor showed
hydrogen evolution upon excitation. The problem lied in that the TON of the complex was
less than 1 and examination of the triad after hydrogen evolution experiments showed
dematallation of the porphyrin. In my project the idea was to replace the sensitizer with an
acid-insensitive one, and then the donor also had to be replaced as the redox and absorption
properties of the new senstizer, perylene monoimide, is different. Ferrocene as a donor for
perylene monoimide leads to energy transfer as there is some overlap between the absorption
of ferrocene and fluorescence of perylene monoimide.

Figure 38. A triad able to photocatalytically reduce protons to hydrogen. 182
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3 Methods
3.1 Electrochemistry
Electrochemical measurements were performed using a CH Instruments Model 660A
electrochemical workstation. All measurements were performed in anhydrous
dichloromethane (DCM) containing 0.1 M tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(TBAPF6) supporting electrolyte, unless otherwise stated. Cyclic voltammetry measurements
were performed using a 1.0 mm diameter platinum disk electrode, a platinum wire counter
electrode, and a silver wire pseudo-reference electrode. Spectroelectrochemistry was
performed under an argon atmosphere using a platinum mesh working electrode, a platinum
wire counter electrode, and a silver wire pseudo-reference electrode in a 2-mm cell. The
ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple (Fc/Fc+, +0.46 V vs. SCE in DCM, and +0.40 V vs. SCE
in acetonitrile (MeCN) was used as an internal reference for all measurements. 187 TBAPF6
was purchased from Aldrich and recrystallized twice from ethyl acetate prior to use.

3.2 Photochemistry
Steady state absorption spectra, including spectroelectrochemical data, were performed on
two Shimadzu 1800 UV/vis spectrophotometers.
Steady state emission data were performed on a Photon Technology International (PTI)
fluorimeter setup. The absorptions were first measured at a sample absorbance around 0.5 a.u.
after which the samples were diluted 10 times for fluorescence measurements. The
absorbances then were all around 0.05 a.u.. The samples, as well as blank solvent samples,
were then excited by light of wavelength 526 nm and the emission was measured between
530-800 nm. The fluorescence quantum yields were calculated by the following equation:

Where f is the fluorescence quantum yield, A is the absorbance, F is the corrected integrated
emission curve (blank substracted from the sample) and n is the refraction index of the solvent
wherein the fluorescence is measured. f (S), AS, FS and nS are the equivalent values for the
standard sample.188
Table 1. Refractive indices of various solvents.
Solvent
DCM
Acetone
MeCN
Toluene

Refractive index, n
1.4241
1.3587
1.3441
1.4969

The visual femtosecond transient absorption laser setup consists of a frequency-doubled 4.2
W continuous wave (CW) Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra-Physics Millennia V) pumping a
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Ti:sapphire oscillator (Spectra-Physics Tsunami) which generates a 832 nm mode-locked
pulse at 80 MHz, 110 fs long and 20 nm wide at full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). The
pulses are then stretched to about 200 ps using a four-pass, reflective, single-grating pulse
stretcher and used to seed a home-made Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier. The amplifier is
pumped by a Q-switched Nd:YLF laser (Quantronix 527) operating at 2 kHz (3.5 mJ/pulse at
527 nm). The amplified Ti:sapphire pulse is recompressed to ~130 fs by a four-pass,
reflective, single-grating pulse compressor. The pulse energy is 400 µJ following
compression. Ten percent of the recompressed beam is split and sent down along a delay
track, with an adjustable delay of maximum 6 ns possible compared to the pump, and then
focused into a sapphire disk to form white light which is used as the probe. Another ten
percent of the residual 832 nm is split off separately to generate another white light pulse in
the same manner as described above. This second white light pulse is used to seed a two stage
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) with a wavelength tuning range of 480-700 nm. The
remaining 80 % of the intense 832 nm beam is frequency-doubled in a 2 mm thick type I
lithium triborate (LiB3O5, LBO) crystal, providing 50 µJ pulses at 416 nm. The 416 nm beam
is split, with approximately 25 % diverted to pump the first stage of the OPA. The 416 nm
beam and the white light continuum are focused into a type II β-Barium Borate, BaB2O4
(BBO) crystal. Spatial and temporal overlap of the beams is achieved by carefully adjusting a
variable delay line and pointing of the beams. Around 0.5 µJ/pulse is achieved in the first
stage. Amplification of parametric light from the first stage is achieved by overlapping the
beam from the first stage with the remaining 75 % of 416 nm light in a 2 mm type I BBO
crystal. The amplified parametric pulse after the second stage is around 2-3 µJ/pulse. The
pump beam that goes through a 50 Hz chopper and then focused onto the sample have a fixed
arrival time while the probe does not, and as mentioned before, can be delayed up to 6 ns
compared to the pump. The probe beam is focused separately to a 200 µm spot on the sample
cuvette. The energy of the pump is 1.0 µJ/pulse incident on the sample. The relative
polarization of the pump beam is set at the magic angle (54.7°) with respect to the probe beam
to avoid anisotropic effects. The total instrument response function for the pump-probe
experiments was 150 fs.
The samples were measured in a cuvette with a 2 mm path length and the absorbance of all
samples were maintained between 0.5 and 0.8 at the excitation wavelength which was chosen
to be 526 nm for all samples. After passing the sample the white light was collected in a 400
µm diameter fiber optic cable and the absorption was detected using a CCD array detector
(OceanOptics SD2000) for simultaneous collection of spectral and kinetic data (450-800 nm).
The CCD spectrograph, the delay line, and the shutters were driven by a computer-controlled
system. LabView 9.0 (National Instruments) was used for data collection. Kinetic traces at
appropriate wavelengths were assembled from the accumulated spectral data. Transient
absorption kinetics was fit to a sum of exponentials using Levenberg-Marquardt iteration
method with the program Origin 7.0. The steady state absorption of the solutions was
measured before and after the experiment to check for possible sample decomposition.
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The IR femtosecond transient absorption laser setup consists of a frequency-doubled CW
Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra-Physics Millennia V) pumping a Ti:sapphire oscillator (SpectraPhysics SP Tsunami) generating a 800 nm 45 fs long mode-locked pulse. The pulse is
amplified by a regenerative amplifier (Spectra-Physics Spitfire Pro XP), pumped by a Qswitched 10 W Nd:YLF laser (Spectra-Physics Empower), operating at 1 kHz and generating
45 fs 1 mJ pulses. The pump wavelength is tuned with a TOPAS-C-UV1 OPA between 2902600 nm. Delays of up to 2 ns are possible for the probe which is then sent through a TOPASC-UV1-IR1 OPA (290-9000 nm) generating a broad IR-spectrum with a bandwidth of around
400 cm-1. The sample cell has a path length of 1.5 mm and is followed by a monochromator
(HORIBA Jobin Yvon TRIAX 190) with 150, 75, and 50 grooves/mm gratings directing the
light towards the detector which is a Infrared Associates dual 64-element array mercury
cadmium telluride (MCT) detector integrated with a 144-channel high-speed preamplifier
(FPAS-0144, Infrared Systems Development Corp.) detecting a bandwidth of 200 cm-1 at a
time, with a detection range between 2-10 µm. The optical density of the samples was
maintained between 1.2-1.4 at the excitation wavelength which was 526 nm for all samples.
The steady state absorption of the solutions was measured before and after the experiment to
check for possible sample decomposition. Labview 8.6 was used for data collection. Transient
absorption kinetics was fit to a sum of exponentials using Surface Xplorer 1.1.

3.3 Calculations
The driving force of charge separation was estimated by taking the absorption maxima of
each species as the excited state energy and using the Weller equation189 to calculate the
energy of the charge-separated state. The values used in the Weller equation were obtained
using the reduction potentials that were measured electrochemically and distances and radii
that were estimated computationally, using MM+ geometry optimization with Polak-Ribière
conjugate gradient algorithm in the program HyperChem 5.02. The Weller equation estimates
the charge separation energy by approximating the molecular components to spheres and uses
the Born dielectric continuum model of solvent to estimate the relative solvation energy
contribution of the charge-separated state.

where Eox and Ered are the reduction potentials of the oxidized donor and the acceptor,
respectively, measured in a polar solvent with permittivity, εsp, while εs is the permittivity of
the solvent in which charge separation takes place, rd and ra are the ionic radii of donor and
acceptor, respectively, and rd-a is the distance between donor and acceptor. The free energy for
charge separation is then simply the energy difference between the excited state, given by
absorption maximum, λmax, and the charge separated state and free energy of charge
recombination is the negative of calculated Weller energy:
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Table 2. Ionic radii calculated by the program HyperChem.
Ionic radii (Å)
TMB (O-O distance)
5.6
Fe2S2(CO)6 (C-C distance) 5.5
PMI
5.3
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4 Experimental
4.1 General
All chemicals were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without further purification
unless otherwise noted. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on
either a Varian Inova 500 MHz spectrometers or a Bruker Avance III 500 MHz spectrometer.
IR absorption data was recorded on a Bruker Tensor 37 FTIR spectrometer, laser desorption
mass spectra were recorded on a Bruker Daltonics AutoFlex III MALDI-TOF and high
resolution electrospray ionization (HR-ESI) mass spectra were recorded on an Agilent 6210
LC-TOF. Characterization studies were performed at the Integrated Molecular Structure
Education and Research Center (IMSERC) at Northwestern University. The solvent of the
solutions that were dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate were removed using rotary
evaporation.
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N-(2,5-di-tert-butylanilyl)-3,4-perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-1)

Perylene dianhydride (38.1 g, 97 mmol), zinc acetate dihydrate (13.9 g, 63 mmol), 2ethylhexylamine (8.0 ml, 49 mmol) and imidazole (189 g, 2.8 mol) was added to 80 ml water
in a high-pressure vessel which was then sealed and heated to 190°C for 22 h. The reaction
mixture was then filtered and dissolved in chloroform and washed 3 times with water, dried
over anhydrous sodium sulfate and then purified by column chromatography (DCM).

TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM): 0.65.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 8.64 (d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 8.46 (t, J = 8 Hz, 4H), 7.91 (d, J = 8
Hz, 2H), 7.64 (t, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 7.58-7.56 (m, 1H), 7.45-7.42 (m, 1H), 7.01-6.99 (m, 1H),
1.31 (s, 9H), 1.28 (s, 9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 508.999 (M-)
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1,6,9-tribromo-N-(2,5-di-tert-butylanilyl)-3,4-perylenemonocarboximide
(PMI-2)

PMI-1 (4.56 g, 8.9 mmol) was dissolved in 180 ml chloroform. The solution was then
bubbled with nitrogen for 15 min and then bromine (7.8 ml, 150 mmol) was slowly added.
The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux for 5 h and followed by TLC. It was then
bubbled through with nitrogen overnight in a closed fume hood to remove all the bromine.
The crude was purified by column chromatography (chloroform). Yield: 3.67 g (55 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, chloroform): 0.75.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.31 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 9.10 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 8.89 (d, J
= 7 Hz, 2H), 8.43 (dd, J = 9, 1 Hz, 1 H), 7.98 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.79 (dd, J = 9, 8 Hz, 1H),
7.58 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (dd, J = 9, 2 Hz, 1H), 6.95 (d, J = 2 Hz, 1H), 1.30 (s, 9H), 1.28 (s,
9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 744.873 (M-)
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9-bromo-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N-(2,5-di-tert-butylanilyl)-3,4perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-3)

PMI-2 (3.67 g, 4.92 mmol), 4-tert-butylphenol (4.2 g, 28 mmol), caesium carbonate (8.97 g,
27.5 mmol), copper iodide (1.80 g, 9.45 mmol) and 5 ml ethylacetate were added to 290 ml
toluene. The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux under nitrogen for 3.5 h. The reaction
mixture was then filtered and added to 400 ml chloroform. The organic layer was washed
with 2x400 ml water and the combined aqueous layers were extracted with 60 ml chloroform.
The combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The product was
purified twice by column chromatography first using DCM:hexanes 1:2 as eluent and the
second time using DCM:hexanes 1:1 as eluent. Yield: 3.38 g (78 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:hexanes 1:2): 0.2.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.34 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 9.09 (dd, J = 9, 2 Hz, 1H), 8.29
(d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 8.28 (dm, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.80 (dm, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.61 (tm, J = 8 Hz, 1H),
7.55 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.43-7.40 (m, 5H), 7.09-7.04 (m, 4H), 6.97 (s, 1H), 1.34 (s, 18H), 1.30
(s, 9H), 1.28 (s, 9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 882.948 (M-)
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1,2,4,5-tetramethoxybenzene (TMB)

2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (2.82 g, 20.1 mmol), and 10 % palladium on activated
carbon (0.02 g) was added to 80 ml dry DMF in a flame-dried pressure vessel which was
sealed. The atmosphere in the vessel was replaced with a 3.8 bar hydrogen atmosphere which
was adjusted to this pressure every 30 min until no decrease occurred after 1 h of reaction.
The reaction mixture was stirred in total for 2 h and then moved to another flame-dried
pressure vessel, to which potassium carbonate (22.26 g, 161 mmol) was added and then
bubbled through with nitrogen for 5 min. Lastly methyl iodide (10.05 ml, 161 mmol) was
added and the flask was sealed and heated to 100°C overnight. The reaction mixture was then
diluted to 250 ml with water and extracted with 3x250 ml EtOAc. The combined organic
layers were then washed with 750 ml brine and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The
solvent was removed and the white solid washed with hexanes and EtOAc:hexanes 1:2. Yield:
1.95 g (49 %)
TLC: Rf (SiO2, EtOAc:hexanes 1:2): 0.6.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 6.59 (s, 2H), 3.84 (s, 12H) ppm
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1,2,4,5-tetramethoxybenzene-3-boronic acid (TMB-B(OH)2)

Tetramethoxybenzene (1.93 g, 9.74 mmol) was added to 50 ml dry THF in a flame-dried
flask. The solution was bubbled through with nitrogen for 10 min. It was then cooled to -78°C
in a dry ice-acetone bath under nitrogen and a white precipitate formed. A 1.6 M butyllithium
solution in n-hexane (9.2 ml, 15 mmol) was added dropwise for 20 min under stirring. The
reaction mixture was stirred for another 1.5 h at -78°C and then slowly warmed to RT to be
stirred for another 30 min. Then the reaction mixture was again cooled to -78°C and
trimethoxyborane (3.26 g, 31.4 mmol) was added dropwise for 30 min. Finally, the reaction
mixture was warmed to RT and stirred overnight under nitrogen.
Water (50 ml) was added slowly to the reaction mixture after which the mixture was stirred
for 45 min and a white precipitate formed. Then glacial acetic acid was added until the pH
was adjusted to 4. Ethylacetate (100 ml) was also added and an organic layer which was
separated and the remaining aqueous layer was extracted with another 100 ml EtOAc. The
combined organic layers were washed with 100 ml water and dried over anhydrous sodium
sulfate. After rotary evaporation a white solid remained. Yield: 2.18 g (93 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, EtOAc:hexanes 1:2): 0.3.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 6.67 (s, 1H), 3.85 (s, 6H), 3.84 (s, 6H) ppm
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1,2,4,5-tetramethoxy-3-phenylbenzene (TMB-Ph)

TMB-B(OH)2 (0.12 g, 0.50 mmol), bromobenzene (0.25 ml, 2.4 mmol) and
tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (0.009 g, 0.008 mmol) were added to 10 ml glyme.
The reaction mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 20 min and then an aqueous
solution of 2 M potassium carbonate (2.5 ml, 5.0 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was
then heated to reflux overnight.
The reaction was quenched with 2.5 ml saturated ammonium chloride solution and 30 ml
chloroform was also added and the organic layer was then separated. The aqueous layer was
extracted with 2x30 ml chloroform and the combined organic layers were washed with 2x100
ml brine and then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. Purification was done by column
chromatography (EtOAc:hexanes 1:2). Yield: 0.027 g (20 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, EtOAc:hexanes 1:2): 0.6.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 7.39-7.38 (m, 4H), 7.35-7.30 (m, 1H), 6.57 (s, 1H), 3.88 (s,
6H), 3.43 (s, 6H) ppm

1,2,4,5-tetramethoxy-3-(4-bromophenyl)benzene (TMB-Ph-Br)190

Pd(PPH3)4 (0.037 g, 0.032 mmol) and p-dibromobenzene (1.06 g, 4.49 mmol) were dissolved
in 27 ml glyme and bubbled through with nitrogen for 15 min. The solution was then heated
to 50°C and TMB-B(OH)2 (0.522 g, 2.16 mmol) followed by 2 M aqueous K2CO3 (11 ml, 22
mmol) were added. The reaction mixture was then refluxed for 2.5 h and followed by TLC.
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The reaction mixture was quenched with 11 ml saturated aqueous solution of NH 4Cl. 50 ml
chloroform was added and the organic layer separated, and the aqueous layer was extracted
with additional 2x50 ml chloroform. The combined organic layers were washed with 2x200
ml brine and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The product was purified by column
chromatography (DCM). Yield: 0.22 g (29 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM): 0.35.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 7.52-7.50 (m, 2H), 7.29-7.27 (m, 2H), 6.56 (s, 1H), 3.87 (s,
6H), 3.43 (s, 6H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 351.755 (M+)

1,2,4,5-tetramethoxy-3-(4-(pinacolatoboron)phenyl)benzene (TMB-Ph-BE)

TMB-Ph-Br (0.22 g, 0.62 mmol), bis(pinacolato)diboron (0.30 g, 1.2 mmol), potassium
acetate (0.39 g, 4.0 mmol) and Pd(dppf) 2Cl2 (0.039 g, 0.053 mmol) were added to 20 ml
dioxane. The reaction mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 10 min and the reaction
mixture was then heated to reflux overnight.
After cooling the reaction to RT the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the crude
dissolved in 50 ml chloroform. The solution was washed with 50 ml water and the aqueous
layer extracted with 2x50 ml chloroform. The combined organic layers were then dried over
sodium sulfate. The product was purified twice by column chromatography first time using
DCM:MeOH 49:1 as eluent and second time using DCM:MeOH 19:1 as eluent. Yield: 0.06 g
(24 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:MeOH 19:1): 0.75.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 7.83 (d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 7.40 (d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 6.55 (s, 1H),
3.87 (s, 6H), 3.40 (s, 6H), 1.34 (s, 12H) ppm
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9-[4-(2,3,5,6-tetramethoxyphenyl)-phenyl]-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N(2,5-di-tert-butylanilyl)-3,4-perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-Ph-TMB)

TMB-Ph-BE (0.060 g, 0.15 mmol), PMI-3 (0.172 g, 0.194 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (0.003 g,
0.003 mmol) was added to 10 ml glyme. The reaction mixture was bubbled through with
nitrogen for 20 min. Then 2 M aqueous K2CO3 (1.3 ml, 2.6 mmol) was added and the reaction
mixture heated to reflux overnight.
After cooling, the reaction mixture was diluted with 60 ml chloroform and washed with 60 ml
water. The aqueous layer was then extracted with 60 ml chloroform and the combined organic
layers dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The product was purified by column
chromatography (DCM). Yield: 0.12 g (74 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM): 0.6.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.39 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 9,38 (dd, J = 9, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.31 (d, J
= 3 Hz, 2H), 8.13 (dd, J = 9, 1 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 7.58-7.51 (m, 6H), 7.40 (m,
5H), 7.09-7.06 (m, 4H), 6.93 (d, J = 3 Hz, 1H), 6.61 (s, 1H), 1.32 (s, 18H), 1.27 (s, 9H), 1.25
(s, 9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 1077.001 (M-)
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9-(2,3,5,6-tetramethoxyphenyl)-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N-(2,5-di-tertbutylanilyl)-3,4-perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-TMB)

PMI-3 (0.30 g, 0.34 mmol), TMB-B(OH)2 (0.164 g, 0.678 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.020 g, 0.017
mmol) and 2 M aqueous K2CO3 (4 ml, 8 mmol) was added to 20 ml glyme. The reaction
mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 15 min and then heated to reflux overnight.
After cooling the reaction mixture to RT, 50 ml chloroform was added and the organic layer
formed was separated from the aqueous layer. The aqueous layer was extracted with 50 ml
chloroform and the combined organic layers were washed with 2x100 ml brine and dried over
anhydrous Na2SO4. The product was purified by column chromatography (DCM:hexanes
2:1). Yield: 0.142 g (42 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:hexanes 2:1): 0.4.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.43 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 9.35 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.30 (d, J
= 5 Hz, 2H), 7.67 (dd, J = 9, 1 Hz, 1H), 7.54-7.46 (m, 3H), 7.41-7.38 (m, 5H), 7.11-7.06 (m,
4H), 6.94 (d, J = 2 Hz, 1H), 6.69 (s, 1H), 3.92 (s, 6H), 3.40 (s, 3H), 3.39 (s, 3H), 1.31 (s,
18H), 1.27 (s, 9H), 1.24 (s, 9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 1001.248 (M-)
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1,2,4,5-tetramethoxy-3-(4-aminophenyl)benzene (TMB-Ph-NH2)

TMB-B(OH)2 (0.25 g, 1.0 mmol), p-bromoaniline (0.71 g, 4.1 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.022 g,
0.019 mmol) and 2 M aqueous K2CO3 ( 5.2 ml, 10.4 mmol) was added to 21 ml glyme. The
reaction mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 15 min and then heated to reflux
overnight.
After cooling the reaction mixture to RT, 50 ml 0.1 M aqueous NaOH solution and 50 ml
chloroform was added and the organic layer was separated. The aqueous layer was extracted
with 2x50 ml chloroform. During extraction pH of the aqueous layer was monitored and was
~13. The combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. The product was
purified by column chromatography (DCM:MeOH 19:1) and a dark oil was obtained. Yield:
0.15 g (50 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:MeOH 19:1): 0.55.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 7.22 (d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 6.73 (d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 6.52 (s, 1H),
3.86 (s, 6H), 3.42 (s, 6H) ppm

4-methylbenzenesulfonyl azide (TsN3)191

A suspension of sodium azide (1.0 g, 15 mmol) in 2.5 ml water was added to a suspension of
p-toluenesulfonyl chloride (2.48 g, 13.0 mmol) in 25 ml ethanol under nitrogen. The reaction
mixture was stirred at RT for 1 h and then added to 50 ml water. An cloudy-white oily
formed in the bottom of the flask which was separated and washed twice with water and then
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. Then it was dissolved in 25 ml dry THF and the sodium
sulfate filtered off. The solution was stored in a 5°C fridge overnight. Yield: 1.9 g (74 %).
IR: 2125 cm-1 (N3)
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3-azido-1,2,4,5-tetramethoxybenzene (TMB-N3)191,192

Tetramethoxybenzene (0.80 g, 4.0 mmol) was dissolved in 25 ml dry THF in a flame-dried
flask. The solution was bubbled through with nitrogen for 10 min. It was then cooled to -78°C
with a dry ice-acetone bath and a white precipitate formed. A 1.6 M butyllithium solution in
n-hexane (4.2 ml, 6.7 mmol) was added dropwise over 15 min while the reaction mixture was
kept cool and under nitrogen. The reaction mixture was then stirred for another 1.5 h at -78°C
and then warmed to RT over 30 min. It was stirred for another 30 min at RT and recooled to 78°C after which tosyl azide (1.9 g, 9.6 mmol) dissolved in 25 ml dry THF was added
dropwise. Then the reaction mixture was stirred at -78°C for 3 h and then warmed over 30
min to RT after which the reaction was quenched with NaHSO4 monohydrate (0.56 g, 4.0
mmol). The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the remaining crude was
dissolved in 100 ml EtOAc and washed with 100 ml 0.1 M aqueous NaOH solution. The
aqueous layer was extracted with 2x100 ml EtOAc and the combined organic layers dried
over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The product was purified by column chromatography
(DCM:MeOH 99:1→DCM:MeOH 98:2). Yield: 0.38 g (39 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:MeOH 99:1): 0.5.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 6.30 (s, 1H), 3.82 (s, 6H), 3.80 (s, 6H) ppm

3-amino-1,2,4,5-tetramethoxybenzene (TMB-NH2)192

TMB-N3 was dissolved in 3 ml acetic acid and zinc powder was slowly added during stirring.
The temperature was kept at RT with a water bath. After addition the reaction mixture was
stirred for 20 min and then filtered. A solution of 5 M NaOH(aq) was added to the filtrate
until pH>7. 50 ml EtOAc and 50 ml 0.1 M NaOH(aq) was then added and the aqueous layer
was separated and extracted with 50 ml EtOAc. The combined organic layers were dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate. Yield: 0.33 g (97 %).
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 5.92 (s, 1H), 3.79 (s, 6H), 3.75 (s, 6H) ppm

MS (MALDI): m/z 212.558 (M+)
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9-phenyl-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N-(2,5-di-tert-butylanilyl)-3,4perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-Ph)

PMI-3 (0.50 g, 0.57 mmol), phenylboronic acid (0.117 g, 0.959 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.03 g,
0.03 mmol) and 2 M aqueous K2CO3 (5 ml, 10 mmol) was added to 30 ml glyme. The
reaction mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 15 min and then heated to reflux
overnight.
After cooling the reaction mixture to RT, 5 ml saturated NH4Cl(aq) was added. Then 50 ml
chloroform was added and the organic layer formed was separated from the aqueous layer.
The aqueous layer was extracted with 50 ml chloroform and the combined organic layers
were washed with 2x100 ml brine and dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. The product was
purified by column chromatography (DCM:hexanes 1:1). Yield: 0.44 g (88 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:hexanes 1:1): 0.55.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.38 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 9.35 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.31 (s,
2H), 8.00 (dd, J = 9, 1 Hz, 1H), 7.55-7.49 (m, 7H), 7.47-7.42 (m, 1H), 7.42-7.39 (m, 5H),
7.10-7.06 (m, 4H), 6.94 (d, J = 2 Hz, 1H), 1.33 (s, 18H), 1.28 (s, 9H), 1.27 (s, 9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 881.036 (M-)
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9-phenyl-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-3,4-perylenedicarboxylic anhydride
(PMA-Ph)

PMI-Ph (0.345 g, 0.391 mmol) and potassium hydroxide (1.14 g, 20.3 mmol) was added to 40
ml t-butanol and after bubbling through with nitrogen at 30°C for 15 min the reaction mixture
was heated to reflux overnight. The reaction soon changed color from red to yellow.
After cooling the reaction to RT it was diluted with 100 ml chloroform and concentrated
HCl(aq) was added until the color of the solution changed from yellow to red and pH~0. The
solution was then washed with 2x100 ml water and the pH of the aqueous layer checked to be
~1. The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The remaining dark red
solid was put in a 60°C vacuum oven overnight. The product was then purified on a short
column (DCM). Yield: 0.28 g (100 %)
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM): 0.85.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.35 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 9.33 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.16 (d, J
= 3 Hz, 2H), 8.01 (dd, 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 7.55-7.49 (m, 6H), 7.48-7.44 (m, 1H), 7.43-7.40 (m, 4H),
7.05-7.01 (m, 4H), 1.34 (s, 18H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 693.855 (M-)
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9-phenyl-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N-(3,4,5-trimethoxyanilyl)-3,4perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-N-TriMB)

PMA-Ph (0.080 g, 0.12 mmol), 3,4,5-trimethoxyaniline (0.071 g, 0.39 mmol) and anhydrous
zinc acetate (0.027 g, 0.15 mmol) was added to 13 ml pyridine and bubbled through with
nitrogen for 15 min. The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux overnight. The reaction
was checked with TLC the following day and showed formation of product and the reaction
was stopped. The solvent was evaporated and the crude dissolved in 100 ml chloroform and
washed with 2x100 ml 0.1 M HCl(aq). The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous
sodium sulfate. The product was then put in a 60°C vacuum oven over the weekend. The solid
was purified by column chromatography (DCM:MeOH 99:1). Yield: 0.10 g (100 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:MeOH 99:1): 0.4.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.37 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H) 9.35 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.23 (d, J
= 2 Hz, 2H), 7.99 (dd, J = 9, 1 Hz, 1H), 7.54-7.48 (m, 6H), 7.48-7.42 (m, 1H), 7.40-7.37 (m,
4H), 7.07-7.02 (m, 4H), 6.49 (s, 2H), 3.88 (s, 3H), 3.79 (s, 6H), 1.31 (s, 18H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 859.246 (M+)
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9-phenyl-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N-(2,3,5,6-tetramethoxyanilyl)-3,4perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-N-TMB)

PMA-Ph (0.09 g, 0.1 mmol), TMB-NH2 (0.119 g, 0.558 mmol) and anhydrous zinc acetate
(0.069 g, 0.38 mmol) was added to 10 ml pyridine and bubbled through with nitrogen for 15
min. The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux. The reaction was checked with TLC the
following day and showed almost no product formation so more zinc acetate (0.093 g, 0.51
mmol) was added. The reaction was checked daily with TLC and stopped after 4 days. The
solvent was evaporated and the crude dissolved in 50 ml chloroform and washed with 2x50
ml 0.1 M HCl(aq). The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The
product was then put in a 60°C vacuum oven over the weekend. The solid was purified by
column chromatography (DCM→DCM:MeOH 24:1). Yield: 0.01 g (9 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM): 0.4.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.37 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 9.35 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.29 (d, J
= 2 Hz, 2H), 7.98 (dd, J = 8, 2 Hz, 1H), 7.54-7.49 (m, 6H), 7.48-7.42 (m, 1H), 7.40-7.37 (m,
4H), 7.08-7.04 (m, 4H), 6.67 (s, 1H), 3.87 (s, 6H), 3.69 (s, 6H), 1.31 (s, 18H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 889.952 (M+)
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9-phenyl-1,6-di-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-N-[4-(2,3,5,6tetramethoxyphenyl)anilyl]-3,4-perylenemonocarboximide (PMI-An-TMB)

PMA-Ph (0.169 g, 0.243 mmol), TMB-Ph-NH2 (0.15 g, 0.52 mmol) and anhydrous zinc
acetate (0.054 g, 0.29 mmol) was added to 20 ml pyridine and bubbled through with nitrogen
for 15 min. The solution was then heated to reflux overnight. The reaction was checked with
TLC the following day and showed formation of product so the reaction was stopped. The
solvent was evaporated and the crude dissolved in 100 ml EtOAc and washed with 2x100 ml
0.1 M HCl(aq). The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The product
was then put in a 60°C vacuum oven overnight. The solid was purified by column
chromatography (DCM:MeOH 99:1). Yield: 0.13 g (55 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, EtOAc:hexanes 1:2): 0.55.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.41 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 9.39 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.29 (d, J
= 2 Hz, 2H), 8.00 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 7.60-7.57 (m, 2H), 7.56-7.53 (m, 2H), 7.52-7.48 (m,
4H), 7.48-7.42 (m, 1H), 7.42-7.38 (m, 4H), 7.31-7.28 (m, 2H), 7.10-7.05 (m, 4H), 3.88 (s,
6H), 3.43 (s, 6H), 1.32 (s, 18H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 965.221 (M+)
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PMI-NN-NMI-S2

PMI-NNH2 (0.21 g, 0.30 mmol), NMA-S2 (0.116 g, 0.446 mmol) and anhydrous zinc acetate
(0.021 g, 0.11 mmol) was added to 15 ml pyridine and bubbled through with nitrogen for 5
min. The solution was then heated to reflux. The reaction was followed by TLC and stopped
after three days. The solvent was evaporated and the crude was put in a 60°C vacuum oven
for four days. The crude was then dissolved in 80 ml chloroform and washed with 80 ml 0.1
M HCl(aq) and then 2x80 ml water. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous sodium
sulfate. The solid was first run on a column using DCM as eluent. Since it was still not pure a
second column using EtOAc:hexanes 1:2 as eluent was used. Yield: 30-40 %.
TLC: Rf (SiO2, EtOAc:hexanes 1:2): 0.5.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.40 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 9.38 (d, 8 Hz, 1H), 8.43 (dm, J = 8
Hz, 2H), 8.31 (d, J = 2 Hz, 2H), 8.01 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.55 (dm, J = 9 Hz, 2H), 7.52-7.48
(m, 6H), 7.47-7.44 (m, 1H), 7.41-7.37 (m, 4H), 7.08-7.04 (m, 4H), 1.30 (s, 18H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 950.179 (M+)
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PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6

PMI-NN-NMI-S2 (0.030 g, 0.032 mmol) and triiron dodecacarbonyl (0.025 g, 0.050 mmol)
were added to 6 ml toluene. The reaction mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 20
min and heated to 70°C. The reaction was checked with TLC every hour and stopped after 3
h. The solvent was evaporated through rotary evaporation and the solid was stored in a closed
flask in a 5°C fridge under nitrogen for further purification. The product was purified by
column chromatography (DCM:hexanes 2:1) and then again stored in the fridge under
nitrogen. Yield: 0.015 g (39 %).
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:hexanes 2:1): 0.7.
MS (HR-ESI): m/z 1230.0846 (M+)
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PMI-An-NMI-S2

PMI-An (0.061 g, 0.068 mmol), NMA-S2 (0.027 g, 0.10 mmol) and anhydrous zinc acetate
(0.005 g, 0.03 mmol) was added to 20 ml pyridine and bubbled through with nitrogen for 5
min. The solution was then heated to reflux. The reaction was followed by TLC and after
three days more zinc acetate (0.015 g, 0.082 mmol) was added. After one additional day zinc
acetate (0.015 g, 0.082 mmol) and NMA-S2 (0.010 g, 0.038 mmol) was added. The reaction
was stopped after seven days and the solvent was then evaporated and the crude was put in a
60°C vacuum oven for four days. The crude was then dissolved in 40 ml chloroform and
washed with 40 ml 0.1 M HCl(aq) and then 2x40 ml water. The organic layer was dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solid was purified twice by column chromatography
(EtOAc:toluene 1:4). Yield: 60-70 %.
TLC: Rf (SiO2, EtOAc:toluene 1:4): 0.8.
1

H NMR at 500 MHz (CDCl3): δ 9.40 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 9.36 (dd, J = 8, 1 Hz, 1H), 8.47 (d, J
= 8 Hz, 2H), 8.31 (d, J = 2 Hz, 2H), 8.13 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 7.70-7.67 (m, 2H), 7.63 (d, J = 8
Hz, 1H), 7.58-7.49 (m, 4H), 7.45-7.38 (m, 7H), 7.12-7.05 (m, 4H), 6.93 (d, J = 2 Hz, 1H),
1.33 (s, 9H), 1.32 (s, 9H), 1.28 (s, 9H), 1.26 (s, 9H) ppm
MS (MALDI): m/z 1138.059 (M-)
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PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6

PMI-An-NMI-S2 (0.06 g, 0.05 mmol) and triiron dodecacarbonyl (0.04 g, 0.08 mmol) were
added to 12 ml toluene. The reaction mixture was bubbled through with nitrogen for 15 min
and heated to 70°C. The reaction was checked with TLC every hour and stopped after 3 h.
The solvent was evaporated through rotary evaporation and the solid was stored in a closed
flask in a 5°C fridge under nitrogen for further purification. The product was purified by
column chromatography (DCM:hexanes 2:1) and then again stored in the fridge under
nitrogen. Yield: ~50 %.
TLC: Rf (SiO2, DCM:hexanes 2:1): 0.65.
MS (HR-ESI): m/z 1419.2538 (M+H+)
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5 Results and discussion
5.1 Driving forces and Marcus theory
Electrochemical data of PMI-Ph and TMB-Ph in DCM are given in table 3.
Table 3. Reduction potentials of relevant species.
Redox couple
TMB+/ TMB
TMB-Ph+/ TMB-Ph
PMI-Ph/PMI-PhPMI-Ph+/PMI-Ph
NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6/ NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6-

Reduction potential vs. SCE in DCM (V)
+0.83
+1.10
-1.04
+1.16 (+1.17 in MeCN)
-0.74 (in MeCN)181

These values can give an estimate of the driving force for charge separation, see table 4.
Table 4. Donor-sensitizer and sensitizer-acceptor distances calculated by HyperChem.
Dyad
PMI-Ph-TMB
PMI-An-TMB
PMI-N-TMB
PMI-TMB
PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6

Distance (Å)
10.9
12.9
8.6
6.6
14.6
16.9

Table 5. Estimated driving forces for the dyads using the Born dielectric continuum model.
Dyad
Excited state energy (eV) Driving force in DCM, -ΔGCS (eV)
PMI-Ph-TMB
2.35
0.34
PMI-An-TMB
2.37
0.34
PMI-N-TMB
2.38
0.70*
PMI-TMB
2.38
0.48**
PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
2.34
0.31
PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
2.37
0.33
*
Assuming that the donor has the same oxidation potential as TMB. **Assuming that the donor
has the same oxidation potential as TMB-Ph.
What must be remembered here is that the calculations in the Weller equation are based on
measurements in two different solvents, DCM and MeCN. For the molecules measured in
MeCN, the last solvent-dependent term of the Weller equation is non-zero, and based on
uncertain molecular diameters obtained computationally. Also the solvent effect on the
oxidation potential of PMI-Ph, see table 3, is clearly not as big as expected from the equation.
This is due to the fact that solvents can interact in many ways with the solute molecules and
thinking of them as dielectric continuums is too simple. Therefore the driving forces for the
two sensitizer-catalyst dyads are likely larger than observed in table 5. Also using the
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oxidation potential of TMB for PMI-N-TMB underestimates the driving force as the nitrogen
is a strongly electron-donating group that will make the oxidation of TMB occurring more
easily. Lastly since the oxidation potential of TMB-Ph and PMI-Ph are so close, a large
orbital mixing likely occurs in the case of PMI-TMB and PMI-Ph-TMB, and thinking of the
entities as separate is invalid. These facts must be considered when evaluating the validity of
the calculations.
Marcus theory predicts the rate of electron transfer: 193

Where V is the electronic coupling energy, ħ is the reduced Planck constant, λ is the
reorganization energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, ΔG0 is the free energy of
charge separation and kET is the rate of electron transfer. From this equation we can see that
the rate of electron transfer increases with the degree of electronic coupling between donor
and sensitizer or sensitizer and acceptor which is given by the electronic coupling energy, V.
Also, increasing the driving force of the reaction increases the rate if -ΔG0<λ and decreases
the rate if -ΔG0>λ, the latter case being in the Marcus inverted region.
Increasing the reorganization energy decreases the rate in the Marcus normal region, while it
increases the rate in the Marcus inverted region. The (solvent) reorganization energy increases
as the polarity of the solvent increases. The solvent polarity also influences the energy of the
charge separated state, as the synthesized molecules conceptually can be observed as going
from neutral to charged diradicals, and a stabilization of the charge separated state will occur
which is greater in the more polar solvents. In the Marcus normal region this effect is
cancelled out by the change in reorganization energy as they are equal and opposing with
regard to the rate. But in the Marcus inverted region these effects are cumulative and a more
polar solvent will therefore increase the rate if it lies in the Marcus inverted region in the
following molecules. This is primarily observed for the recombination rate of these molecules
as that step often lies in the Marcus inverted region. These concepts should be kept in mind in
the following discussion.
Spectroelectrochemistry gave the features and also the extinction coefficients of the singly
oxidized and singly reduced TMB-Ph, and the spectra of the oxidized and reduced PMI-Ph
can be observed in appendix 2. The extinction coefficients are listed in table 6.
Table 6. Absorption maxima and extinction coefficients for PMI-Ph in three oxidation states.
Oxidation state
PMI-Ph
PMI-Ph•+
PMI-Ph•-

λmax, absorption (nm)
523
590
614

ε (M-1 cm-1)
42,000
25,000
44,000
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5.2 Transient absorption measurements
The transient absorption of all the dyads was later measured. The excited state lifetimes are
summarized in table 7 and the spectra can be observed in appendix 3.
Table 7. Excited state lifetimes of donor-sensitizer and sensitizer-catalyst dyads in different
solvents. The standard deviations are obtained from the fitting, see Methods.
Excited state τ (ps)
PMI-Ph
PMI-Ph-TMB
PMI-An-TMB
PMI-TMB
PMI-N-TMB
PMI-N-TriMB
PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6

DCM
4960±23
2880±12
4660±25
67.3±0.45
384±1.9
5000±33
ηcs: 3.1±0.13
ηcr: 555±7.7
PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
666±4.0
*
PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
ηcs: 2.8±0.2
ηcr: 522±8
*Transient IR absorption measurements

Acetone
1174±6
4740±25
ηcs: 1.10±0.027
ηcr: 50±1.0
790±12
-

MeCN
1098±8
5160±38
-

5.2.1 PMI-Ph
In the transient absorption spectrum of PMI-Ph three features can be observed. Comparing
this with the steady state absorption spectrum of PMI-Ph it can be observed that the negative
feature between 450 nm and 550 nm is the ground state bleach. The negative feature between
550 nm and 620 nm is the stimulated emission, i.e. the fluorescence. The positive feature
between 620-800 nm must then be the excited state absorption, which should be red-shifted
compared to the ground state absorption as the energy gap between states generally decreases
as you go to higher states. The fast decay occurring in picoseconds around 560 nm is due to
the vibrational relaxation of the excited state, at which initially fluorescence from higher
vibrational states is observed. The 0-0 S0-S1 transition has an absorption maximum at 523 nm
and higher vibrational states are observed as well. The weaker absorption at 417 nm can be
attributed to the S0-S2 transition.
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Figure 39. Absorption features of PMI-Ph, where the S0-S1 0-0 and 0-1 transitions as well as
S0-S2 transition are observed.
Also comparing the concentrations and spectra in appendix 2 it can be observed that the
extinction coefficient of oxidized TMB-Ph is much smaller than reduced PMI and therefore
the TMB feature is not expected to be observed upon electron transfer.
5.2.2 PMI-An-TMB and PMI-N-TriMB
Using PMI-Ph as a reference it can be observed that PMI-An-TMB and PMI-N-TriMB is not
quenched at all by the donor, since the excited state lifetime is almost the same for all three of
these. In the case of PMI-An-TMB the issue is not only that the distance between the donor
and sensitizer is too large but also that the donor is attached through the imide position of the
PMI which allows for a relatively weak electronic coupling between the donor and sensitizer.
Lastly and possibly most importantly the driving force for charge separation might not be
large enough.
In the case of PMI-N-TriMB the trimethoxybenzene with only three electron donating
methoxy groups could have an oxidation potential that is too high for electron transfer.
5.2.3 PMI-TMB and PMI-Ph-TMB
The transient absorption spectra of PMI-TMB and PMI-Ph-TMB do not show the typical
PMI-Ph excited state absorption. Since the tetramethoxybenzene is either attached directly to
the perylene system or through a phenylene ring the whole system is highly conjugated. Since
the oxidation potentials of the separate donor (TMB-Ph) and sensitizer are so close to each
other the HOMOs are likely very close in energy, which in turn facilitates the orbital mixing
of the two and so influences the orbital structures and energies of the perylene monoimide in
both these cases. A separate PMI or TMB excitation is thus not possible, which could explain
why these two compounds have differently shaped excited state absorptions. The shorter
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lifetimes compared to PMI-Ph together with the steady state fluorescence data indicates that
there is an additional nonradiative decay process as well as radiative decay. Assuming that the
strongly electronically coupled tetramethoxymbenzene changes the orbital structure of PMI, a
change in excited state lifetime is also expected, as new pathways are open for electronic
relaxation. What could be an indication of the excited state of PMI-Ph-TMB being one in
which more electron density is present on the tetramethoxybenzene, called a charge transfer
state, is the strong solvent polarity dependence on its excited state lifetime. As the driving
force between that charge-transfer state and the ground state is large enough to put it in the
Marcus inverted region, an increase in rate should be observed in the more polar solvents,
acetone and MeCN, as is observed. If this is the case then it could potentially be useful to use
any of these two dyads as a donor system.
Steady state fluorescence data of PMI-Ph-TMB and PMI-An-TMB, using 2ethylhexylperylene monoimide in toluene as reference194 agrees well with the lifetimes
obtained from transient absorption measurements, see appendix 4 and table 8.
Table 8. Quantum yields of fluorescence in three different solvents.
Dyad
PMI-Ph-TMB
PMI-An-TMB

ΦF in DCM
0.7
1

ΦF in acetone
0.2
0.9

ΦF in MeCN
0.2
1

5.2.4 PMI-N-TMB
PMI-N-TMB also shows a shorter lifetime, but in this case the electronic coupling between
the PMI and TMB is weak and the excited state absorption is very similar to the PMI-Ph. We
therefore have to exclude the possibility of a strong orbital mixing of the donor and sensitizer.
This could instead be explained by a slow charge separation followed by rapid charge
recombination, and since the charge recombination is fast compared to the charge separation,
the charge-separated state is not detectable. At first glance, this might seem unlikely looking
at the energetics (table 4), since a large driving force would either make the electron
separation go faster or, if the driving force is large enough, the charge separation would be in
the Marcus-inverted region, but then still faster than the charge recombination. But since we
have an additional electron-donating group attached, i.e. the amino group (not taken into
account in table 4), it decreases the oxidation potential of the donor even further, possibly to
the point in which the driving force for charge separation is larger than for charge
recombination which then means that charge separation will be slower.
5.2.5 PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
Among the two sensitizer-catalyst dyads, PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 clearly shows charge
separation. This can be observed when comparing the PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 visual
transient absorption measurements with the spectroelectrochemical oxidation of PMI-Ph, see
appendices 2 and 3.2. In the transient absorption spectrum, the excited state absorption
disappears in 3 ps and a broad feature appears that is almost identical in structure and
wavelength to the oxidized spectrum of PMI-Ph, while the ground state bleach remains,
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showing that the PMI is being oxidized. In the infrared transient absorption measurements,
appendix 3.3, ground state bleach of the carbonyl vibrational features is observed growing in
3 ps and a set of reduced carbonyl vibrations are observed at higher wavelengths. As the
electrons in the iron d orbitals are donated to the carbonyl antibonding ζ* orbitals, an increase
in d electron density on the iron, which is achieved after reduction of the iron, will increase
the electron density on the ζ* orbitals as well. That will weaken the carbonyl bonds, which in
turn should have lower vibrational force constants and thereby a lower energy absorption.
This corresponds very well to what is observed experimentally in the spectrum. Finally the
visual transient absorption spectrum of the PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 in acetone shows
shorter lifetime for charge recombination. This is expected from Marcus theory as the charge
recombination is in the Marcus-inverted region and should therefore go faster. Another
overlapping feature is also observed in acetone with a lifetime of a few hundred picoseconds
which is probably due to decomposition of the molecule during the measurements.
5.2.6 PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
In the case of PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 charge separation or recombination cannot be
conclusively determined by the transient spectra. This can partly be explained by the lower
stability of this compound as can be observed from the steady state absorption spectra of the
two species before and after transient absorption measurements, see figure 40 and 41.
Decomposition of PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6
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Figure 40. Absorption spectra of PMI-NNNMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 before and after transient
absorption measurements comparing with the
two with the spectrum of PMI-NN-NMI-S2, all
in DCM.
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Figure 41. Absorption spectra of PMI-An-NMIFe2S2(CO)6 before and after transient
absorption measurements comparing with the
two with the spectrum of PMI-An-NMI-S2, all in
DCM .

5.3 Future directions
The fact that the attachment of TMB to a phenyl increases its oxidation potential, possibly due
to steric factors, is an obstacle in achieving electron transfer in the donor-sensitizer systems.
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A way of avoiding this problem is to switch to an acetylene bridge, which keeps the system
highly conjugated, but which hopefully at the same time keeps the donor and sensitizer
orbitals from being too mixed, and also does not change the oxidation potential of the donor.

Figure 42. A hypothesized qualitative energy diagram for a donor-sensitizer-catalyst triad,
showing the possible electron transfer steps.
Another approach closer at hand would be to attach TMB at the 9-position of the PMI-NNNMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 to increase its lifetime, since a charge transfer state might be enough to
increase the lifetime of charge separation from 0.5 ns into the nanosecond range in DCM.
This molecule and its possible electron transfer steps are shown in figure 42. Since the
assumed charge transfer state forms almost instantly, the top electron transfer step is the likely
pathway in this case. Note that the energy of the species TMB-PMI+•-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6-•
and TMB+•-PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6-• are (based on the oxidation and reduction potentials)
quite similar in this case, as mentioned before.
Photochemical hydrogen evolution experiments have to be performed to conclusively show
that this molecule works as a proton reduction photocatalyst. In the long run, a replacement of
the hydrogen catalyst must be made, as it is not light stable. Using either cobaloximes or
DuBois nickel catalysts are both options worth considering as they are both known to be more
stable.
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6 Conclusions
The synthesis and characterization of seven dyads were described. One of them, PMI-NNNMI-Fe2S2(CO)6, showed charge separation in 3 ps and recombination occurring in 500 ps in
DCM. The donor-sensitizer dyads on the other hand did not behave as expected, as the
oxidation potential of the donor (tetramethoxybenzene) increases when covalently bonded in
the dyad. Two designs for a triad which desirably has a charge separated lifetime in the
nanosecond range was suggested, one having the donor directly attached to the PMI in the 9position and the other having an acetylene bridge when connecting the donor to the PMI.
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9 Appendices
9.1 Appendix 1
Cyclic voltammogram of TMB-Ph
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Cyclic voltammogram of PMI-Ph reduction

Cyclic voltammogram of PMI-Ph oxidation
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9.2 Appendix 2
Reduction of ~0.04 mM PMI-Ph at first reduction peak
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9.3 Appendix 3.1
PMI-Ph-TMB in dichloromethane
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9.4 Appendix 3.2
PMI-N-TMB in dichloromethane
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800

PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 in acetone

0.06

0.00

500

700

Wavelength (nm)

A

0.10

600

0.00

0.00
-0.01

-0.01

0.900 ps
1.90 ps
2.90 ps
6.90 ps

-0.02

-0.02
500

600

700

Wavelength (nm)

800

-0.03
500

600

700

33.9 ps
88.9 ps
249 ps
799 ps
800

Wavelength (nm)
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9.5 Appendix 3.3
PMI-TMB in dichloromethane
0.08

1.09 ps
2.39 ps
7.89 ps
16.9 ps
28.9 ps
48.9 ps
88.9 ps
139 ps

0.06
0.04

A

0.02
0.00
-0.02
-0.04

500

600

700

800

Wavelength (nm)

0.0020

PMI-NN-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 in DCM

0.0015
0.0010

0.0003

3.24 ps
8.87 ps
484 ps
1237 ps

0.0002
0.0001

A

0.0005

A

PMI-An-NMI-Fe2S2(CO)6 in DCM

0.0000

2.42 ps
6.65 ps
32.4 ps
484 ps

0.0000

-0.0005
-0.0001

-0.0010
-0.0002

-0.0015
-0.0020
2150

2100

2050

2000

1950
-1

Wavenumber (cm )

1900

-0.0003
2150

2100

2050

2000

1950

1900

-1

Wavenumber (cm )
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1850

normalized absorption/emission

PMI-Ph-TMB in DCM
emission
absorption

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.0
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

PMI-Ph-TMB in MeCN
emission
absorption

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.0
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

wavelength (nm)

wavelength (nm)

PMI-An-TMB in DCM

PMI-An-TMB in MeCN

emission
absorption

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.0
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

wavelength (nm)

PMI-Ph-TMB
DCM
acetone
MeCN
PMI-An-TMB
DCM
acetone
MeCN

normalized absoprtion/emission

normalized absorption/emission

normalized absorption/emission

9.6 Appendix 4

emission
absorption

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.0
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

wavelength (nm)

λmax, absorption (nm)

λmax, emission (nm)

ε (M-1 cm-1)

527
518
520

586
581
591

50,000
-

524
513
514

577
571
582

48,000
-
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9.7 Appendix 5: Carotenoids35,107
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9.8 Appendix 6: Quinones51,195-197
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9.9 Appendix 7: Phycobilins198
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9.10 Appendix 8: Chlorophylls35,107
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9.11 Appendix 9: Chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls35,107
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9.12 Appendix 10: Bacteriochlorophylls35,107
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